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JMU attitudes vary about homosexuals
By Kevin Ropp
staff writer
Tim, a junior, has had some problems at college.
He's been verbally harassed. He's had crank calls at
all hours of the night. And he did not get along with
his freshman roommate.
Tim, not his real name, is gay.
"My freshman roommate didn't actually know I was
gay, but just because I didn't do what they [his
suitemates] did — go to frat parties or try to pick up

women — they just kind of deduced it."
His roommate and other students in the hall used
the term gay "as a generic term for anyone that was
different," Tim said.
When Tim is harassed, it usually isn't to his face,
he said.
"Most of it is behind-the-back verbal criticism after
you're already past. It is more or less a cold
alienation. I used to be disgusted but now I'm only
amused," he said. "Eventually you realize how
shallow they are because you know what you are and

no one is going to change that."
Michael, another student, has experienced many of
the same problems.
"There are incidents on campus when you are
walking by a group of people and you hear comments
— that does get on my nerves," Michael said.
"On campus and in classrooms, I feel like people
perceive me differently and sometimes I do feel
excluded," he said. "It can be very lonely."
See HOMOSEXUALS page 2 >

SGA, faculty conflict
on drop/add period
By Mike Wilson
assistant news editor
Students and faculty here are in the midst of a conflict over the
proposal to shorten the drop/add period.
Most students want the drop/add period to remain unchanged,
retaining the current nine-week time limit. At the same time, the
Faculty Senate is pushing a proposal to shorten the period to five
weeks.
At Tuesday's Student Government Association meeting, the senate
discussed a proposal to go on record as opposed to the Faculty Senate's
proposal to shorten the drop/add period. The bill also proposes the
SGA survey students to determine their opinions and research policies
at other schools.
"I don't think this [Faculty Senate] proposal is a reflection of all the
students' wishes on this campus," Converse senator Nanci Campbell
said. "And I don't think anybody wants to lose the three weeks that we
have right now that we can continue to drop a course in."
During the meeting, SGA President Greg Gromada said, "I'm having
a big problem with the faculty on this issue. They are very negative to
us. They say, "We are working with you.' No they're not, that's a
crock.
\
"I'm sorry, they are not working with us," he said. "They have an
attitude, and they just feel like they arc going to push this issue on
us.. .\ I really think we should stand opposed to this issue because of
the attitude of the faculty.
"If they say they are going to work with us, work with us. Don't sit
there and just look down and patronize us on this issue," Gromada said.
Dr. Raymond Hyser, one of the student government's faculty
advisers, said if the SGA passes a bill opposing the Faculty Senate's
proposal, student senators "must come up with some very good, solid
reasons for keeping the system as it is or making some changes that
you prefer."
The SGA proposal was tabled until next week so senators could get
feedback from their constituents on the issue.
Dr. William O'Meara, speaker of the Faculty Senate, said the faculty
group is trying to create a system of interaction with the SGA. He said
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Falling foliage
Students make leaves pan of the sport. Freshman Lisa Tagliareni
showers freshman Nick Farrell with .fall leaves.
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Homosexuals
> (Continued from page 1)

The problems that Tim and Michael face are
experienced by many college students but they are
more common to gay students. The students' full
names were not published in order to prevent further
harassment
Dr. Al Menard, associate vice president for student
affairs, said peopled JMU have varying views about
homosexuals.
"I think our student population and faculty are
representative of the entire range of attitudes — where
some are totally unaccepting [of homosexuals], to
those that accept them, to those that feel sympathy,
to those that feel apathetic with no opinion one way
or another."
m
Homosexuals on campus might feel inhibited,
Menard said. "I am led to believe that their social
lives are more covert, but that's not surprising with
the strong opinions people have toward gays," he
said.
"There is no policy directed solely toward gays. We
are not going to discriminate against any group," he
said.
-~
"There have been no major conflicts that Tin aware
of. There have been some complaints to residence life
but I don't know how accurate it is," he said. "Some
students may say their roommate is gay just to get a
room change. Whether there's any validity to that, I
don't know."
Dr. William Bolding, director of residence life, said
homosexuals here do not speak out as much as some
at other colleges.
"We do not have a strongly overt gay population
like other campuses. If we did, it could create more
tension," Bolding said.

"I don't feel that we arc an exception to society,'' he
said. Bolding cited statistics showing 8 percent of the
male population nationally and 4 percent of the
female population are homosexual.
"We're in a transition where we're learning to deal
with it," he said. "We're always going to be a
society that deals harshly with minorities. It is not a
unique problem in the form of discrimination."
The residence life office is presenting many
programs in dormitories about homosexuals in
residence halls, including lectures on Acquired
Immune Deficiency Syndrome, to reduce
homophobia, which is a fear of homosexuals. "Our
role is primarily education . . . we've tried to work
with our staffs in dealing with homophobia of
students and such," he said.
"We really have not had any serious problems or
concerns because we have more students from
metropolitan areas that are more understanding,"
Bolding said.
"A gay student and a non-gay student living
together has not been a major issue in residence halls
mainly because upperclassmen get to pick their
roommate," he said.
"We will not move someone out on the request of a
non-gay student Anyone who wants a new roommate
can go through normal room change procedures," he
said.
Lambda Gamma Lambda and Harmony are campus
support groups for gay students and gay rights
supporters. Both organizations have been working to
educate more students about homosexuals and to
insure equal rights for gay students.
Senior Mike Doyle, president of Lambda Gamma
Lambda, said, "We are working on the principle that
bigotry is based on non-knowledge. By trying to

educate them [students], we hope to show there is no
basis for their fears."
Members of the support group speak in classes and
answer students' questions, he said.
The JMU administration has been fair in accepting
those campus organizations, Doyle said. "They've
treated us the same as they would any other campus
organization. We wouldn't want them to go out of
their way to give us any special treatment" he said.
"What we really need is not special rights. What we
want is to be treated equally; to have the same rights
as everyone else," Doyle said.
"The statistical information is not always correct
and should be taken with a grain of salt We have a
mailing list of about 60 to 70 students but not all of
them are gay. The gay population on campus is more
than you might imagine, though," he said.
Junior Missi Martin, a resident adviser in Bell Hall,
related an incident that occurred last year in the Bell
television lounge.
"There were two male gay students in the TV
lounge hanging all over each other," Martin said.
"Everyone just got up and left Some of the students
in the lounge said it was 'gross' and wanted them out
of the lounge," she said.
"We couldn't kick them out, because it was a
public place. A few anti-gays wanted to get out their
shotguns but most of them just thought it was
gross."
Junior Joy Lee said she thinks gay students should
be accepted the same as other students on campus.
"I don't care for it [being gay] because of my own
religious beliefs, but I try to look beyond that to the
person," Lee said.
"When you first find out a person is gay, it's a
shock. But you have to go beyond that" she said.

Conflict
>• (Continued from page 1)

he wants the two groups to work
together and come to a mutual
agreement
"I didn't want to make a power play,
like in a hockey game, and just
overpower the students," he said.
"We are open to the students' point of
view and we hope the students will be
open to our point of view."
The Commission on Undergraduate
Studies has established a subcommittee
of three students and three faculty
members to study the issue, and so far

the group has failed to reach an
agreement
When the subcommittee makes its
recommendation, the undergraduate
studies commission will review the
proposal. If the commisison approves
of the proposal, it will be sent to the
University Council.
j
Ann-Marie
Johnson,
SGA
administrative vice president and a
member of the subcommittee, said,
"We're having difficulty understanding
each other's different points of view."
The first meeting of the
subcommittee, held last week, was

unproductive because both faculty and responsibility.
students were set in their opinions and
"When you go out into the real world
argued throughout the meeting, and you are faced with difficult
Johnson said. However, the group situations, you have to deal with
started coming up with some practical them," she said.
suggestions this week at Tuesdays
Students should "make a commitment
meeting, she said.
to the content of the class, rather than
Dr. Inez Ramsey, a faculty member placing primary interest on the grade."
on the subcommittee, said she thinks
Johnson said she thinks the faculty
the group is "doing some good work , "underestimates students' desire to
and will be able to come up with some learn."
kind of compromise."
Ramsey said another problem faculty
She said one of the main reasons the members face is having students
faculty wants to shorten the drop/add
"disappear from classes" mid-scmcstcr.
period is to teach students
"It can be a real problem not knowing
who you have an obligation to," she
said.
Johnson said a lot of faculty members
think shortening the drop/add period
will make JMU look better to people at
other colleges and universities.
"I think we should be more concerned
with our academic programs here, rather
than how we appear to other
universities," she said.
"The Faculty Senate is still pushing
!<>r live weeks, and I know our student
senate is going to be pushing for the
eight weeks," Johnson said.
Both forces arc going to be working
"' " other than the subcommittee, and
» be difficult. But
!l
> the undergraduate studies
commission will accept our [the
subcommittee's] recommendation."
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Salvadorans 'not accepted' in America
By Alessandra Griffiths

staff writer

_

While many El Salvadoran refugees have escaped
the violence in their country by coming to the United
States, they still cannot live like Americans, said a
guest speaker in Kcezcll Hall Monday night.
The American dream is not for Salvadorans," said
Boris Canjura, the director of the El Salvadoran
Refugee Committee in Washington, D.C.-"Wc are
not accepted here. I want to go home, but I can't
because I'm still being persecuted."
Canjura's speech was part of JMU's first Spanish
Week, being hcld.rtn&.wcek. The week's activities
will end'today wrrii a traditional Hispanic dinner.
Canjura said he senses discrimination against
Spanish refugees in the United States. "Our dream is
not to stay in America, it is to go home," he said.
Canjura's government has been known to kill
people identified as threats to the political system
there. That is why he is afraid to go home.
"Two years ago my mother came to see mc. She
told me that a lieutenant had asked for me," Canjura
said.
"I probably don't even know the lieutenant and he
probably docs not know me, but this means my
name is in some computer list, still down there."
The refugee committee that Canjura directs in
Washington helps the Spanish people adjust to
American society, he said. Branches of the committee
also are found in Los Angeles, which has the highest
percentage of refugees, San Francisco, Houston,
Boston, Philadelphia, and New York.
When Canjura came to this country, he did not
speak English at all.
"It was really hard and it took me a while to adjust
to the society," he said.
"Another problem refugees face is that once we are
here, since we are illegal, we have no access to social
services."
Canjura attended night school to learn English. He

had hopes of attending an American college or
university and continue his studies, but his hopes
were shattered when he realized "that since I'm illegal
I cannot enroll in a university," he said. "So I studied
myself, although it is not official."
Most refugees are illegal and can't seek political
asylum. Only 10 percent of all refugees receive
political asylum, Canjura said. Since the U.S.
supports Jose Napoleon Duarte's government in El
Salvador, it would be a contradiction for the U.S. to
offer political asylum to those escaping his
government.
Canjura has spoken at many universities and
churches about the problems of refugees. He also has
appeared before Congress and has spoken to various
senators.
"The congressmen and senators listen and say they
want to help, but nothing ever happens," Canjura
said.
He said he gets frustrated because the congressmen
sometimes know more about El Salvador than he
does. Therefore, refugees must turn to the American
people for help.
"We turn to the people because we find that people
arc different from government."
When he arrived in the United States, he thought
American people agreed with everything the
government did, he said. "I was angry because the
bullets that killed eight classmates were sent by the
United States," Canjura said.
"We don't need your bullets. We don't need your
bombs. What we need is your technology, your
education."
Canjura resents all military aid sent to Duarte's
government by the U.S. government, he said. If all
military aid to El Salvador were stopped, Duarte
would lose power and the civil war would eventually
end, he said.
When Americans think of Third World countries,
they immediately think of poor people, Canjura said.
"We are poor people and our countries are not
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Boris Canjura, an El Salvadoran refugee
developed. But it is not our fault, it is just that we
are not given a chance."
Since 60 percent of the El Salvadoran population is
illiterate, money sent to the country should go toward
education and technological development, he said. But
instead of exporting education and technology to his
country, the United States is exporting weapons.
"In five years, the U.S. sent almost 2 billion
dollars and 80 percent of that money was used for
military operations and training. . . . We are talking
2 billion dollars in a population of 5 million
people," Canjura said.
See REFUGEES page 7 >

JMU Honor System less strict than some in Virginia
By Tracy Wilks

staff writer

The Honor System at JMU is
stronger than many students assume,
but still weaker than the system at
some other Virginia institutions like
the University of Virginia and Virginia
Military Institute, according to an
Honor Council official.
At JMU, the minimal penalty for
first-time violators of the Honor Code
is immediate suspension, according to
the Honor Code.
Suspension lasts If or one semester and
the student earns a "W" in all classes
taken during the semester in which the
offense occurred.
If a student is proven guilty at the end
of a semester, he or she not only earns
a "W" in all classes taken that semester,
they are also suspended the following
semester.
Convictions for second violations
result in expulsion from the university.
Expulsion can occur after severe
violations such as stealing and

in an honor violation, "ignorance is not
distributing an exam.
a defense. We've had cases where the
Unlike the JMU Honor System
violator didn't know they were not
two years ago, there are no provisions
^allowed
to do something, and they were
made for first-time offenders or lesser
till suspended."
offenses. Immediate suspension is the
minimal penalty given for both
At JMU, the Honor System and the
unauthorized help on homework Judicial System are separate and do not
assignments and for overt cheating on a follow the same policies.
final exam.
At UVa, the honor and judicial
Joie Hersey, Honor Council vice systems are combined. That means
president explains, "Bad cheaters get students are under the provisions of
caught and we can't say, 'Well, this is their honor code whenever they are
his or her first time so we'll let it representing the university, on campus
slide.'"
or anywhere else.
Robin Hilton, former Honor Council
"If a student is found guilty of lying,
vice president and current prosecutor cheating or stealing at a store in
secretary said, "Honor violations are Charlottcsvillc or at a football game in
outlined in section three, page 53 of the another state, they are expelled," Hersey
student handbook. But they are not said.
limited to only those which are
At UVa, the minimum penalty for
outlined.
honor violations is expulsion and trials
"For example, if a teacher says not to can last days, Hersey said. JMU trials
use old tests as study guides, then you usually last three to four hours, she
can't use them, even if the use of old said.
The honor system at VMI is much
tests are okay in other classes."
Hersey said when students are caught more strict than the system here, and it

is dramatically enforced.
A cadet found guilty of an honor
violation is "drummed out" at VMI,
Hersey said.
When someone is drummed out, a
drum beat is sounded late at night on
the VMI campus. When the drum
sounds, every cadet must line up in one
of two rows outside of the academy and
the violator walks between the rows.
As the convicted cadet walks through,
his fellow cadets must turn their backs
to him and never talk to him or speak
his name amongst themselves again.
The name of the expelled cadet name
is removed from all VMI records,
except those needed for legal purposes,
Hersey said.
"VMI representatives are astounded at
how lax our system is compared to
theirs," Hilton said.
As part of Honor Awareness Week
this week, representatives from VMI
and various other Virginia colleges and
universities will meet and compare their
honor systems to JMU's.

■

^
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WALT DISNEY WORLD
COLLEGE PROGRAM
Walt Disney World Co. Representatives will
present an information session on the Walt
Disney World College Program, Wednesday,
November 19 at 7:00 p.m in Warren Campus
Center, Room B.
Interviews for spring internship positions will be
scheduled after the information session. Open
to all majors. Contact Ten McGuirk for more
information, 568-6207.
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1 \.\ lirsi I didn't know what
the jar of pennies was for. While
cleaning my youngest son's
room. I"d come across the frugal
cache of coins and naturally
thought he'd been saving for
some toy or other personal item
he'd wanted to buy. It was ms
husband.who'd noticed the note
buried in the copper coins.
Andy was our third child and
even before we'd been able to
single him out as special, our i«c
daughters had fallen in love with
him. The) bathed and dressed
him. practicing their child care
craft as gently as if Andy had
been their own child And so
the) were as frightened and as
shocked as we were when And)
first fell. He didn't cry. but the
bruise on his knee prompted us to
take him to the doctor where we

found the reason for his fall
Andy had muscular dystrophy.
He would never get better.
We knew the treatments and
therapy were expensive and that
as Andy grew older, the expenses would mount. The doctor
prepared the forms necessary in
order to get help from the
Muscular Dystrophy Association:
but in our attempt to shelter Andy
from the details, we'd neglected
to tell him how much help MDA
had been able to provide. The
note was short and written in the
painstakingly neat hand that he'd
perfected in spite of his disease
His death had taken away his
•-mile smile and strength, but
the note would remain forever
to tell us how much he'd not
w anted to be a burden. He'd been
savins the monev for us.

uT
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Muscular Dystrophy Associate Jerry Lew* National Chairman

Put more muscle behind It.
{
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SGA does not oppose visitation policy
By Kristine Kaplan
SGA reporter

The Student Government Association
Tuesday defeated a bill favoring the
abolishment of restricted visitation
policies in campus housing.
Converse senator Nanci Campbell
proposed the bill, which was tabled at
last week's meeting. The bill would
have put the SGA on record as opposed
to restricted visitation.
k Campbell said the current restricted
options do not reflect student needs and
wants. She pointed out that all
residence halls, with the exception of
Wine-Price, voted to change their
policies to seven-day visitation this
year.
"College is supposed to prepare you
for life," Campbell said at this week's
meeting. "Well, no way are you ever
going to move into an apartment
complex or house that they are going to
restrict when you can see members of
the opposite sex.
"That's just ridiculous. That's not
preparing you for life."
Commuter senator Chris Eckl said, "I
liked Nanci's idea, but I think the basis
of what we are here for is choice, and I
don't think by giving only seven-day
visitation that we'll be giving people
their choice.
"Certain people want that Wine-Price
lifestyle of three-day or four-day or
five-day. I think that you have to offer
it to them, maybe not on a large-scale
basis, but I think you have to keep it
open for them."
Several proposals came out of
committee and were voted upon by the
senate.
The SGA passed a bill to allocate
$263.20 from the contingency account
to Eta Sigma Gamma, the JML) chapter
of the National Health Science

Honarary.
The proposal originally requested
$1,415.37 for the organization. The
finance committee cut the. amount
because committee members thought
the organization could raise more
money than it projected.
The Contemporary Gospel Singers
was allocated $537 from the
contingency account to help fund three
concerts.
The original request was for $1,547.
The finance committee cut the
allocation to $472, because the
committee members thought the group
could raise additional funds to cover

he said students who have problems
getting required courses should see their
advisers.
The student services committee killed
a bill that proposed selling beer and
wine in Mr. Chips.
Committee chairman Steve Gough
said the proposal was unrealistic. If Mr.
Chips sold alcohol, there would be
problems with underage students trying
to purchase alcohol, underage cashiers
having to sell alcohol and lack of shelf
space.
The senate passed a bill allowing
students to donate a pint of blood in
place of paying a parking ticket. The

"Certain people want that Wine-Price
lifestyle of three-day or four-day or fiveday visitation."
- Chris Eckl
expenses. The request was amended to
$537 during the senate meeting because
the group's president said some
fundraisers were not possible due to
time limitations and unavailability of
space to sell.
The curriculum and instruction
committee killed a proposal to establish
a senior override policy. The bill was
proposed to eliminate the problem of
seniors being refused entry into courses
needed for graduation.
Committee spokesman John
Chrosniak said the committee found it
was not a serious problem. The
committee consulted Dr. Robert
Shapiro, acting vice president for
academic affairs, about the proposal and

Visiting executive
says corporations
should go on diet

bill was amended in committee to
exclude tickets for parking in
handicapped places. ■
The communication and public
relations committee killed a bill to
establish a fund to help pay for student
Pamela Gladwell's medical bills.
Glad well was injured in an accident
on campus and is being treated for head
injuries at the University of Virginia
hospital.
Spokesman Pat Dooley said the
committee felt setting up a fund for one
injured student would not be fair to
other students injured on campus.
The senate unanimously passed a bill
to have university maids clean
bathrooms in the Greek houses.

The diet craze of the '80s should be adopted by
some of* America's major corporations, said a
business executive Monday night in Chandler Hall.
Just like individuals strive to take off unwanted
pounds, large corporations in this country could
shed//some "excess fat," said Dr. Tail Elder, who
served as the first executive-in-residence sponsored
by the College of Business this week.
Elder is responsible for new ventures within
corporations.
"There are, a lot of overweight organizations," he
said.
In the new executive-in residence program, the
College of Business will sponsor probably one
visiting executive a semester.
»
Elder spoke to businessmen and students about
"New Business Opportunities through New
Efficiencies.
Many businesses either grow too slowly or too
sporadically, leaving them with unnecessary
employees, he said. As a solution to that problem,
he suggested a system of "redeployment," where

Laura Henss, Greek senator, proposed
a bill of opinion resolving the SGA go
on record against the actions of campus
security in the case of a JMU alumnus
arrested Homecoming weekend.
The former student became too
intoxicated to drive home, and
approached a campus officer for
assistance. The officer handcuffed the
alumnus and took him to the
Harrisonburg jail.
. The senate passed the bill of opinion.
Administrative vice president
Ann-Marie Johnson said there has been
some confusion regarding use of the
library typewriters.
The SGA originally planned to keep
typewriters at the circulation desk and
have students check them out. Since the
new typewriters are not portable, they
will be locked in the typing room and
students will be required to check out a •
key.
The following bills were proposed
and referred to the appropriate standing
committees:
•Campbell proposed a bill to "insure
that PC Dukes serves brunch on
Sunday."
• Campbell also proposed
implementing a plan to improve the
Interview Center on the corner of
Mason and Grace streets, and provide a
more conducive atmosphere
•Hell senator Brett Sheffield resolved
that the SGA allocate $2,500 from the
contingency account to the JMU
College Republicans.
•Commuter senator Owen Wilson
proposed allocating $365 from the
contingency account to Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity, Inc. to help fund its
founder's week.
•Eagle senator Jennifer Showalter
proposed allocating $1,044 to the
International Business Club to help pay
expenses for an upcoming convention

employees are moved to another part of the
corporation where they are needed.
Elder, who has served as general manager of 3M
New Business Ventures Division and president of
the Allied Corporation's New Ventures Group,
stressed that large corporations aren't the only way
to do business.
Large investments are probably less important
than "$10 worth of brains," Elder said.
America will see more short-term small
businesses in the future, Elder predicted. They are
"available to anybody who has the wit enough to
put it together," he said.
Elder will be on campus throughout this Week. He
will discuss "Restoring Competitiveness through
Quality" with graduate business students today at 8
p.m. in Harrison Hall.
Friday, Elder will speak on "Importance of
Accounting Information and the Accounting
Function" at 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. in Harrison Annex
room 205, and at 2 p.m. in room 202.
<"Barbara Hutahcrson
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POLICEFILE

Deer hunters
cause police
to caution
By Alix Dapolito
police reporter

It's Here!
Look for moneysaving coupons in the
back of the yellow
pages!

Deer hunters recently have been
sighted in the wooded area behind the
Convocation Center, campus police
said.
A faculty member walking in the
woods about 5:30 p.m. Saturday
reported hearing a gun shot from near
the Harrisonburg water treatment plant,
police said.
Following the shots, the faculty
member found a hunter who had just
shot a young buck, police said.
Alan MacNutt, director of campus
police and safety, advises joggers and
others walking in this area be cautious.
"Hunting is not legal in
Harrisonburg, but some people don't
follow the rules," he said. The game
commission was notified about the
shooting.
MacNutt suggests wearing blaze
orange or other bright colors when
walking in wooded areas, even during
the day.
"Don't approach anyone who has just
killed an animal or who is carrying a
hunting weapon," he said.
Any suspicious activity should be
reported immediately to campus police,
MacNutt said.
Campus police also reported the
following incidents:
Grand Larceny
•Two shower heads and several pieces
of clothing, valued at a total of about
$200, were reported stolen from the
Sigma Sigma Sigma .sorority house

between 7 a.m. and 8 a.m. Saturday,
police said.
•Three tires were reported stolen
between Oct. 4 and Friday from a car
parked in X-lot, police said. The value
of the tires was estimated by campus
police at about $200.
Petty

LarcenyX

•A gold colored, vinyl and cloth swivel
chair valued at about $150 was reported
stolen between 1:15 p.m. and 2 p.m.
on Oct. 5 from the Lake area
coordinator's office in Chandler Hall,
police said.
•Two black, woodgrain plastic
speakers, valued at a total of $150,
were reported stolen from a Weaver Hall
room between 2:30 a.m. and 3 a.m.
Saturday, police said.
•A composite photograph was reported
stolen from the Zeta Tau Alpha sorority
house sometime Friday, police said.
•A solar battery charger valued at
about $40 was reported stolen from the
university garage between Oct. 30 and
Wednesday, police said.
Destruction of public property
•A student was judicially charged with
destruction of public property when he
put his arm through a seventh floor
Eagle Hall window about 3:30 a.m.
Sunday, police said.
The student also was charged with
drunk in public and underage
consumption of alcohol
A judicial charge is made when
university policy is violated. It is
reviewed by university officials. Police
do not release the names of students
charged judicially.

City police reported the following
incident
•Driving under the influence
Student Charles D. Sardelis, age
unavailable, of Midlothian was arrested
and charged with driving under the
influence Friday, city police said.

Refugees
> (Continued from page 3)

University Directories
THE NATION S LARGEST PUBLISHER OF CAMPUS TELEPHONE DIRECTORIES
A DIVISION OF VILLAGE PUBLISHING
P.O. Box 2145, Chapel Hill. NC 27515

Meanwhile, the El Salvadorans living
in their own country continue to suffer,
he said.
"Duarte's government is the one that
is basically saying that every kind of
oppression is communist," Canjura
said. "One better not vote against the
president that they [people in power]
want, or one might disappear the next
day."
Americans should recognize the
problems of other country's, he said. v P
"We should all be conscious of the
problem in El Salvador, for we all live
in the same continent. The United
States claims that we are in their
backyard, but the United States is in
our backyard too.
The United States "is a wonderful
country," he said. "You are beautiful
people. I found out through the work

that I'm doing that it [this country] is
really nice. But still, it is not our
culture and not our language," Canjura
said.
"Since we are illegal, we have no
voice," he said. The refugee committee
wants Americans to send letters to their
congressional
representatives
supporting the work of the committee.
The committee's goal is to insure the
refugees are safely returned to a peaceful
land.
There are 800,000 refugees in the
United States today, Canjura said. The
majority are males who left families
and jobs behind.
Solidarity is Canjura's hope for his
country.
"It took the United States 200 years
to reach its present status," he said.
"Give us a chance to try democracy and
give us the time."
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FOR RENT
Sublet, January-May - 2 BRs in nicely
furnished 3 BR townhouse $150/mo., plus
utilities. Call Lynne, 434-0889.
Madison Manor Apartment - Spring
semester. 2 openings, own room, furnished,
$1207mo., plus electricity, Call 433-1601.

«.

1979 Ford Courier Pick Up Truck Excellent condition. $1700 or negotiable.
Must ".ell. Gall Gerry, 434-5376 or
433-Ob40.
1974 Pontiac Lemans - Good engine 75,000
miles. Some body damage. $200, flexible.
Joe, 433-3444. Leave message.

2 Females Needed to Share Apartment - 5
mo. lease or longer. $l65/mo., utilities
included. Close to campus. 434-3008.

Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142, Ext.
5090.

Room in House Available in January -10
minute walk to campus, W/D, in-ground
pool. $150/mo., plus utilities. Non-smoking
female only. 433-8621.

Government Homes from $1 (U repair).
Delinquent tax property. Repossessions.
Call 805-687-6000, Ext. GH5526 for
current repo list

Now or Later - Room, fully furnished,
fireplace, free cable, DW, 2 baths, weight
room, pool, utilities except electricity
included, $140. 433-6698.
Female Needed to Sublet 1 BR in Forest
Hills townhouse for spring. Furnished, W/D,
close to campus. For info, call Jennifer,
433-6379 or Dave, 434-1040.
1 Non-Smoking Female Needed to share 2
BR townhouse from January to May. Less
than 1 mile from campus. $i65/mo., plus
utilities. W/D, DW, own BR, furnished. Call
Melisa or Mary, 433-9952.
Available for Spring Semester &
May/Summer if desired. Non-smoking male
needed to share room at Madison Manor fully furnished, cable, ceiling fan &
fireplace. $l25/mo., plus utilities, no
security deposit. Call Bill Gordon,
433-5492.
Female Needed to Sublet furnished room in
Squire-Hill townhouse. January-May, W/D,
$160/mo. Call Lyn, 434-3346.

Firewood - Seasoned oak firewood. Any
amount pick up/delivery. Call 433-5032.
Brand New Beach Cruiser - $150 or best
offer. 433-9349.
Shure PE85 Microphone plus stand, cable &
adapter. Call x4135.
Pro & Student Trumpets (1 C & B flat
Selmer), student clarinets (Vito to
Buffet). Need tuition money. Prices $100
to $300. Negotiable. Call Stan, 568-7394.
1967 VW Bug - It works. $200/best offer.
Tania, 434-9628.

HELP

WANTED

Part Time Athletic Instructor - Afternoon
& evening hours, 10-20 hours weekly. Duties
include teaching basketball skills, coaching,
officiating & supervision of youngsters.
Applicants must enjoy working with young
people. Apply Harrisonburg Dept. of Parks
4 Recreation, 305 S. Dogwood Dr. Closing
date: Fri., Nov. 14.

Rooms tor Rent at Hunters Ridge - W/D,
microwave, DW, fully furnished. Call Gina
for more information between 3-6, MondayFriday, 434-5150.

December Grad Career Opportunity Stock broker trainee opportunity in VA
Beach for hard-working enthusiastic
individual. Send resume to 2614 Totem
Trail, VA Beach, VA 23454.

AlmAtOn Campus - 1 BR apartments on
DukWmir Court (behind Hardees). Water,
trash pick up, lawn mowing & appliances
provided. Carpeted. Almost new. No pets.
Lease/Deposit $245. 434-2100.

Artistic Individual with calligraphy skills.
Needed immediately for part-time work.
Call 433-5900 for more information or
send name 4 number to Box 2017, CM.

Madison Square Apartment - Single or
share, easy walk to campus, fully furnished.
W/D, disposal, DW, refrigerator, stove completely modern unit. Available
immediately. See Mrs. Kathy Sears at the
First American campus bank or call
433-2741 days, 885-1998 evenings.

FOR

SALE

Waitresses Needed - Available for lunch,
evenings, & weekends. Apply in person,
Jess' Lunch, Court Square.

LOST & FOUND
Lost - 2 pairs of small, gold hoop earrings.
Have sentimental value. If found please call
Melanie at x5869.

Camera, Nlcon PG-20 - Practically new,
with 120x zoom lens, standard Nicon lens,
flash, strap & carry case (fits zoom lens).
Call 867-9579 evenings, ask for Ray.

Saturday, Oct. 18. 1986, from ALT foyer.

New Sperry Topslder 11 1/2 - $30, retail
$"50. Tony, 433-9255.

Lost - Women's gold Citizen watch. Please
call Dawn at x7699.

1973 Fiat Spider 850 Convertible - Needs
slight body work. Runs excellent. Price
negotiable. Call Gerry, 434-5376.

Lost - Gold rope bracelet with tiny
diamonds, possibly near Godwin.
Substantial reward! Call Torey, 433-5793.

Lost - Ladies gold Seiko watch. Please
contact Suzette, x4047. Reward.
Found - Set of keys in Harrison by snack
machines on Monday. Call Susan, x5047.
Found - Gold watch between Dukes and Bob
Segar, Call Dave at 434-8737
SERVICES

Blue Ridge Dive & Craft Shop - Scuba &
snorkeling, sales, rentals, instruction,
repairs, air fills. Only hours, 7:30-9 pm,
Fridays. 896 N. Liberty St., 433-6153.
The Widow Kip's Victorian Bed &
Breaklast in Ml Jackson. 21 miles from_
JMU. 6 antique bedrooms with fireplaces,"
pool, caverns, hiking. Come frazzled - leave
whole. $45 double. 703-477-2400.
Steele's Barber Shop Announces Lou
formally from NY, specializing in styling for
men & boys. 4 barbers. Open 8-5:30,
Saturday 8-3. Water St. parking deck.
434-4252.
Learn to Scuba Dive. Call Kathy's Scuba,
433-3337.
Pregnant? - Free confidential help. Free
pregnancy test. Birthright. 434-0003.
Horizon Sure Tan is a professional tanning
salon with the best systems available & 6
years of service. 1106 Reservoir St.
434-1812.
Resumes - Professionally prepared.
Interview on campus. Typing, editing. Free
pick up & delivery. Days, evenings,
Saturdays. Thomas Eastland Company.
433-3495.
Stadium Cups - Custom designed &
printed for 85< each (minimum 100). Great
for fundraisers. Call Greg at 433-5113 or
write for order form, P.O. 5144.
Professional Typing - Call Kathy at
433-8015, 4-9 pm.
Typing Service - 23 years experience,
$1.25/page. Mrs. Price, 879-9935.
Shenandoah Valley Bed & Breakfast
Reservations - Representing 13 exceptional
residences & small inns. 703-896-9702.
Papers - 15,278 available'

iSSft
. »Res<;arch 11322 lda"o.
ROOT, Los Angeles 90025. Toll Free

Female Student to Sublet Room in 3 BR
apartment at University Place. Available
for spring '87 semester. Call 433-5374

lor more information.
Need Ride to UNC-Greensboro, Fri., Nov.
14. Return Sun., Nov. 16. Gas money. Please
call Scott x5539. Thanks!

PERSONALS
Happy Birthday Darlin'l I love you lots even
if I am a Dumbo Head. Let's make it last
Your Babycakes
Eddie Hartness - Your YBS loves ya! Can't
wait for Formal!
Hey Cindy Churchin - What a great A xn
Pledge! Love, Your Secret Sister.
AIX Sponsor Night - Tomorrow night at
The Mystic Den with the Noise Boys.
Steve - Congrats on winning dinner for 2 at
Sheraton. 9M
Rush eMICome to movie night Friday,
8-12, second house on the Row.
DJA - Tomorrow night will be awesome
because of you - let's make more memories!
Thanks for 14 terrific months! Love,
Kimmers.
Executive-ln-Resldence - Dr. Elder.
Tonight 7 pm, HA A205, M.M.A.
Bar - How come MaryAnn loves UVA?
Weaver guys get ready for the
weekend-special.
Hldells - Sorry, "White'Fritz
Trippin' completely trippin' man!

(??)a

Stacy Can't Wait To See You! Whammer &
Gidget live! Sean (E.P.)
Maureen - Dancing at Players ("Not
John!"), Dukes - Do you know me?
Completely "non-progressive."

$2,

Hot Line: 800-351-0222
VISA/MC or COD.

Ext

Tl

Lost - AIT guest book taken, 2 am
Reward. Contact Laura, AIT 207, x7498.

Professional Typing 4 Word Processing Overnight service 4 competitive rates. Call
Kevin at 433-3147 after 5.

WANTED

Typing Service - $l/page. 433-8713.

Research

Easy Tan Now Open - Tan 4 relax with our
latest Sontegra suntanning system. 5 beds.
32 Miller Circle\behind RJ's Deli,
434-0808. Call for appointment, MondayFriday 8-9, Saturday 8-4.

Typing - Experienced, professional quality
Call Donna Bodkin, 879-9294.
^
Women - Tired of shaving? Try waxing.
Electrolysis also available. 433-6270.
Does Your House/Apartment Need Cleaned
but you haven't the time to do it' I do'
Faculty 4 students call me for thorough
cleaning to your specs. Kristen, 434-6683

Leslie Sherwood - The weekend's almost
here! Get psyched to rage at AX Friday
night. Cheers, Your A^Xfi Secret Sis.
Capt'n. ■ Wish I could have spent your
birthday with you. Maybe later? Love ya,
The Kid.
Sponsor 2.TA Pledges in theiT
shot-a-minute Friday.
fc
To Jim Fish - Hope everything is going
great! See ya this weekend. Love, Your Big'
Sister. (Do you know who?)

Cases - Mountain Crest $9.49, Stroh
$6.49. Coke $7.99. Midway Market
Contemporary Ensemble Studio Concert
Nov. 13 & 14, Godwin Hall 355,8 pm.
Linda Debus - Have a great day! Love, Your
Secret Brother.
Cyndle Moore - Smile sweetie, the fun
starts now. I hope you feel better - things
will work out soon. Luv ya. YBB, Dave.
Party With The Noise Boys, Mystic Den,
Nov. 14.
Who Is Alt? Find out Monday. 8 pm, on NBC!
EEE Pledges - Get psyched for initiation) I
think you all are awesome & I'm sorry forme
inconveniences I caused! Laura
y
UB40, Dead Kennedys, The Smiths, Phi
Alvin, Meat Puppets, TimBuk 3! TOWN &
CAMPUS RECORDS, 70 W. Water St..
Harrisonburg.
JMU's Hottest New Band? Kiss-n-Tell Saturday night - Mystic Den!
Bobby Driver with Rick Richardson Tonight at Calhoun's.
Desperate! I need a room next semester!
Must be furnished apartment or house. I'm
tidy! Females are fine. Brad, 433-5977.
ToMyRiltosophk^lOpoosne-lwishlcould
help you celebrate the First few hours of
your birthday on Sunday the way we
celebrated mine, but the Paul Masson
$4.59 Chablis will be chilled & ready when
you return & the Chablis Team is anxious to
continue our adventures at DC next
weekend. Happy birthday!
Eating Disorders Hotline - Confidential
referral service. Monday-Wednesday, 8-12,
X7486.
Don't Miss Wild Kingdom ! Kiss-N-Teii
tonight at the Mystic Den.
Marie "No Middle Name" Davis - Guess what
I forgot! Happy birthday! I miss you! Wher.
are we going to get drunk? I love you! Your
Ex-Roomie, Nancy.
M.M.A. Tonight - Guest speaker Dr. J. Tait
Elder, 7 pm, HA A205.
I Love Greek Accessories on sale on palio
next week.
AKA Pledges & Brothers - Thanks for a
great time at your Sunday bash. Chap
A204 (Sandy, Lisa, Suzanne, Jenny)
ATA's Newest Big Brothers - Kyle, C.R.,
Dave H.. John, Dave B., Jeff - Get psyched
for initiation! We love you!
ATA Sisterhood Retreat Be there or be
sorry!
See Plantation Voodoo i Captain Crunch
this Fri.. Nov. 14, at Wayland Hall's
Basement Bash.
Last Chance - Get your car dean for the
holidays. AXP carwash at Gatti's, 10-3,
this Saturday.

Interested In Rushing Phi Mu? Come to
movie night Friday from 8 to 10, second
house on the Row.
Princess - Sisters stick together! Love,
Wampi.
Happy Birthday Charissel We love you!
AZA Pledges
See A Car Full of Bobs, The All New Skanks
A Flowers of Discipline tonight, 9 pm. PC
Ballroom $1.50.
Martha Lucille - Happy 23rd! Finally you're
as old as I am, it's lonely at the top! The old
"sauna in the room" trick, eh? Sucker! A
tired KB!
Shades - Sorry about that last one. You're
a good guy, I guess. Just a little spoiled!
And yes, I still love ya! (Smile) Love, Mel.
Noise Boys, Mystic Den, Nov. 14.
Cases - Mountain Crest $9.49, Stroh
$6.49. Coke $7.99. Midway Market
Send The Unforgettable Gift to the girl
who seems to have everything. Its never too
late. Thank you, the V. 434-8737.
Former Thlrdwave, Screem & Culture
Shock members are Kiss-n-Tell - Check
them out Saturday night at the Mystic Den!
Ski Lake Placid - Starts at $119,
transportation available. Call Ricky V.'hgen,
x7461, Mitch, x7457. Sponsored by LUV
Tours.
Club Thursday Presents Campus Band
Nightlonight, 9-12, PC Ballroom, $1.50. 3
favorite bands.
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Noise Boys, Fri., Nov. 14, Mystic Den.
To The Guy in My Family Relations Class Eye contact? Ha, with you? No way baby!
To The Buschsulte - Thank you for taking
care of a little girl who had a little too much
Kelly Ann - Dont forget tomorrow night. 9
happiness within the hour. Love, The Beer
pm. I can't wait!
Bong Queen. P.S. Boner is mine!
To My Roomies In Lack of D - Thanks for a
To Mrs. Butterworth & Robin - Thank you
ducky birthday! Love, Les-Les.
for always being there for me. You guys are
real pals. Love, Valarie
Do You Like R & B? Then dont miss The
Stains - Tomorrow night at Calhoun's.
Mascot Try Outs - Mon., Nov. 17,730 pm in
theConvo
Congratulations To Our New Big Brother
Pledges - Eddie Hartness, Alex Golden,
Converse 223 - Is the goldfish still Irving or
Steve Fluharty & Rick Berry. Phi Mu loves
did the plants get him? Interesting
you.
delivery! Interested? Write John, Box
2993.
ALT - Can't wait to party with ya'll this
weekend! Get psyched for football & the
Plantation Voodoo & Cap'n Crunch! 2 new
3/4 formal! Love, EN.
bands, 2 new sounds. Wayland Hall, Friday
night, 9 pm!
Happy Birthday to a sensitive guy. Your
friendship has brought new meaning to the
Eric Holt from The Meteors will be playing
words stolen cups, shopping trips, cookie
Saturday night at Calhoun's.
crumbs, wrestling, haircuts, Maria &
"Dang". Sincerely, An Older Woman.
E - Sorry for the problems lately. It's time
for fun - Tide, Jitterbug, early morning
Marlin Perkins Says "Don't miss Wild
"talks". I love you, S.
Kingdom & Kiss-n-Tell tonight at the
Mystic Den.
EEE Baby Violets - You are almost there.
Great job with pledging. We can't wait to
Janice, Kim, Michelle, Shanon & Tracl call you Sisters! Love, The Sisters of EEE.
Thanks! You guys are the best (& so was
he!) It couldn't have been a better birthday.
Mike & Mike - Thanks for being there late
Love you al, Susan.
Saturday nite. Where's another piece of
foil? Love ya guys, Debbie.
9M Big Brother Pledges - You're great!
Phi Mu Pledges
EK Founders Day Formal - Look out
Chariottesville, we're psyched!
Stroh $6.49/Case , Mountain Crest $9.49,
Coke bottles $7.99. Midway Market.

Phi Mu - Get psyched for formal -10 du>s
& counting.

Don't Miss

Bargain Air Fares

Kiss-N-Tell

Domestic & International

Saturday Night

Plan Now for Christmas & Spring Breuk

Mystic Den

Friendship Travel Agency

Dr. J. TaH Elder Speaks Tonight I M.M.A., 7
pm,HAA205.

Call The ZTA Hotline for information on
Eating Disorders. Monday-Wednesday,
8-12, X7486.
JMU-MRD - Thank you for the flowers.
Please reveal yourself! Your Extra Sweet
Friend.
Gollum - Hope this birthday is memorable.
Happy 21st! Love, PAP.
Sherry Seay - Have an awesome weekend!
Your AXO Secret Sis.
Beth Bretschnelder - Can't wait to tell you
who I am. Dont study too hard. Your Secret
Pal.
Jersey Boy - Thanks for making me so
happy! Hillendale is more fun than the
elevator! See you there -11:59 pm. Love ya.
KB.

Kiss-N-Tell - Saturday night at The Mystic
Dea
Alpha Kappa Lambda Pledges rule!
Party With The Professionals - Friday
night at Players. Sponsored by Delta
Sigma Pi - we mean business!
Melanie - Congratulations on your bid!
Theta Chi is the best! Ready to start
another Midnight Madness at 8?

433-5656
Kathy Sayko - Rumor true? You're finally
single again? Hope so. Ive been checking you
out Have a great day! ???

Amy - Best til Sis ever. Get excited! Love,
Bethann.

Lisa & Johey - Ifs about how much I love
you. Ronnie
AXP Little Sister Carwash at Gatti's
Saturday, 10-3.
Yankee Greek - This weekend was the best!
Especially Friday night. IVe never been
happier than I am now with you. I love you.
Your GDI Rebel
Honor Awareness Week - Speaker, Dr. Paul
Cline & panel discussion. Tonight at 7 pm, in
Harrison A206.
Steve Grohowskl - Have a great week! Love,
Your EN Sis.
Jim Kloiber - Awesome job on the Longest
Yard! Congratulations on being voted
Brother of the month! EN

Vicky - Only 2 days left - get psyched for
initiation! We can't wait to call you Sister!
Love, Cara & Pam.
J
Stroh $6.49/Case , Mountain Crest $9.49,
Coke bottles $7.99. Midway Market.
Forget The Rest, Try The Best! Phi Mu
Kim Richardson -1 do care & can't wait until
initiation - Sister!
Laura Clevinger - This is the first time I've
advertised & delivered. I told you I would.
Forget the diet because you look great.
Cool beans! Love, the Chocolate Man.
Charisse - Happy 22nd birthday! Hope you
have a great day! Love Ya! Lisa
Ro -1 could give plenty of hints, but that
would spoil the fun of it! If you ask the right
questions, however, I could give the
answers. Bimmer - AKA Cards.
SU
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Cases - Stroh $6.49, Mountain Crest
$9.49, Coke $7.99. Midway Market.

Busch $1.99, Stroh $1.69, Coke $1.99.
Midway Market
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White (C101A) - Why are you so shy? I'd
like to get to know you better. I think you're
cute.
Ride Desperately Needed to the DC. area,
Frt., Nov. 14, tor the Clemson vs. MD game.
Call Mary, x4621.
No Exit/End Game Cast & Crew - It was a
lot of tun! I am so glad I got the chance to
work with you & get to know you. don't
forget about me. Love you, Rockin' Robin.
Please Call The Eating Disorders Hotline
for confidential information. MondayWednesday, 8-12, x7486.
Hey All You Springsteen Fans I See E
Street Band drummer Max Weinberg
Friday, 8, Wilson Hall.
Hey Nawton - Happy 20th! Hope you see
the naked truth. Donl get too smushed at
•Spank-me's". Love, W.S.T. (Rules).
Rush «M! Rush Phi Mu! Rush 9M! Rush Phi
Mu!
Making Campus Sate For Women - AXP
Escort Service - Call x5108.

Tonslllectomy Woman T.G. - You're doing
great - hang in there! Don't forget, when
you're better, the Slosh Sisters come out
of hiding! Sink another drink! Love, Peg.
John Cauthen - You're an awesome 0X
Pledge! I'll see you at the madness, but will
you know me if you see me? Love, Your Big
Sister.
Pat - You're the bestest Brother. Your Big
Sts, Deanna

^\
Happy Birthday November eM'sBarbara, Margo, Lee Ann, Theresa, Sherry.
To My Sister Fish (& Susie) - Europe's just
not the same without you guys. I wish you
were here. Colleen

Loves

Edna Sue (via France) - Sharing Europe
together is the best Christmas present I
could ever think of... Amsterdam here we
come! Happy eleven months, I'm looking
ahead to many more. I'm also looking
forward to making up for all the lost time..
"DSB Meets the Slug," now that's a
feature I'd never miss! Big "Hello" to Kerry,
Tracy, & Heather. You're in my mind &
thoughts. All my love, Harold.

Cammle, Mike, Brenda, Mike, Cathy, Eric,
Mary, Chris, & Especially Mark - Thanks for
making White Violet the best ever! Sheryl

EK - Get ready to rage at Formal! Love,
The Big Brothers.

Gift Ideals - Fire & water glasses $3.99,
Moosehead wooden crates $10.99. Midway
Market.

Shelly K. - Your Garbage Pail Kid is coming

Steve Fluharty - Thinking of you! Love,
Your Big Sis.

Good luck everyone. Left show GMU what a
real forensics team looks like. Remember,
we have the biggest van... Love, Kathi (the
one with the pouty face)

Kelly Sallee - You are a great Phi & will
soon be a great Sister! Love, Your Heart
Sister.

Andrea - Thanks for the pictures, I really
appreciate your help. Kathi

Attention Graduate Students - There will
be a Graduate Student Committee Meeting
in Jackson 113 on November 17 at 6 p.m.

Liz, Betsy, Carey and Deb - The "Welcome
Back Tres" party is this weekend! me

DGs - get ready for SG & L and Anchor
Splash

Paige - Here's to giant mosquitoes, bacon
thingies, and wild nightmares. What an
entertainer. Love you, Bruns

Gwyrme-HopeyouhadfunatREM. Please
donl get me back, I like sleep. Love, Ann
Robin May changed her major!

Strlp-o-gram - Surprise your friend with
this exotic gift. Call 434-8737
To the gorgeous guy with the blue eyes and
the JMU sweatshirt and faded jeans with
backpack that I made eye contact with in
the Deli Shop at Dukes, I want to meet you,
be there again tomorrow at noon.
Hummy bear and Brown eyes - where are
y'all?
Hey Idiot - how about Spring Break in
Nigeria? Pack your pajamas.
Hey! We need some mixersl Gimmesome
money, H get some!

Congratulations Louis The Peart' Gosam
New IFC vice President

Stace - hope you're enjoying water aerobics

Let's party hard Alpha Chi Omega!
men of Lambda Chi Alpha can't wait!

What do you mean you don't serve large
insects after midnight?

The

Mickeys $1.99, Milwaukee's Best Light
$1.59, Coke 2L $1 09. Midway Market.

JMF - Thanks for 10-20-86 weekend. Can't
wait for Thanksgiving. Love you always, E.T.

Pedro - Sorry it's late, but happy big 2-0!
Love, Pam.

IABC meeting Monday 17at6pm. inWCC
room C. Learn how to get recruited!

Out For Revenge? Or just pissed off Don't take the law into your own hands...let
us do the job for you. Fees negotiable. Call
x5512 for the Campus Hitmen

To The Three Quick Change Artists at the
Fred Driveway - Thanks. Next time take a
bow before closing the curtains. Several
Passers-By

Canadian Import $9.49/case. Mountain
Crest. Coke (2L) $1.09. Midway Market.

ZTA Pledges - Hope you had fun Friday
morning. We had a blast! Love, ZTA.

Fred/Greg - Sat. nite was tun, remember?
Grape Nehi and rum? Let's do it again
sometime! A Cowboy's fan

Sooz - You're in a bluestone, I'm still in
Chap. Lefs go out soon or meet for lunch.
Love, Gretch.

KB - Good luck on your tests next week.
Want to vent your frustrations on the
quad? Call me...J.B.

Charisse - Happy Birthday to the best
Grandma! Lots of love, From Your
Granddaughter.

Hey Worm • The weekend's almost here, get
psyched! Big Sis

To A Particular Freshman - A hard man is a
good find. I always knew track stars had
stamina.

Donna L - Don't worry, even with short hair
you are the Bandana Queen! Love those
bangs!

DC Anchorsplash Bash featuring SG&L
tickets available from any DG.

Hear About Life With Bruce Springsteen See drummer Max Weinberg of The E
Street Band, Friday, 8, Wilson.

Thanks Guys! Pam, Trash, Siouxsie, Heidola,
Suzanne, Jen, Michelle, Piper, Rita, Jeff &
Bo. Y'all are great. Fritz

Sam - Happy Birthday one day late! Your
bathroommates love you!

Debbie Blond • You're a terrific roomie.
Cheers to all the good times to come.
Debbie Brown

There's A Big Ole Group of Pigs rooting on
1st floor Gifford...let's party girls!
Signed, A Ewe.

Our 19 Big Brothers!

Michelle - You can make me clean, but you
can't make me make my bed. Love, your
sloppy roommate

Karen Walker - Get off at AXA>! Your
AXft Secret Sis.

Busch $1.99, Stroh $1.69, Coke $1.99.
Midway Market.

Ricky & Bobby - Breeze Tag - you're it!
Guess who.

Happy Birthday Randy W!! We iove you!
Love, Jenny & Susan

To Paul Vandereems - Where have you been
lately? We've only seen you in our
"dereems." From Your "Person"-al
Admirers.

Corl - Your knight in shining armour will
come someday. Hopefully he'll show up soon,
but don't miss the horse! Delta

Birdie, Laurie & Terr) - Ya'll are the
greatest roommates! Thanks for "standing
by me" Sunday night! Toodle loo!

ArA

Sophomore Class Social/Philanthropy
Meeting tonight in Jackson A4. If you can't
attend, call Anne at X5151 . Be there!

Bob Coatney • You're a super Big Brother!
Love, Phi Mu.
Rick, Steve, Eddie & Alex - We can't wait
for your Big Brother Pledge party! Love,
PhiMu.
Biz - You must be doubly special because
you have 2 Secret Hannahs you "rock head"!
ArLove

Karen - K-Lot, elevator rides, Hillandale
Park -- You're the best kisser I have ever
known! Love ya, Me.

"Lancer," "Cyclops," & "Stinky" • Tonight
& Saturday night will be so fun! You guys
are awesome! Love you, Chrys.
SG&L • Saturday 22 in Godwin Gym (Lots
of dancin' space!).

Alpha Gams Get psyched! Only 1 more day!
Don't forget the "reading material'' Karen!
All EEI Formal Dates - Thanks for making
Violet Formal '86 an evening to remember!
Mary May & Darcus Cook - Alias Jane &
Helen - Happy Brotherhood Week! From
Your Delta Sigma Pi Secret Pals!
Honor Awareness Week - Speaker Dr. Paul
Cline & panel discussion, tonight at 7 pm, in
Harrison A206.
The Noise Boys Sponsored By ALX Tomorrow night at Mystic Den.

Kelly McHugh - We think you are the
definition of ugly. The Female Population

Be Tough, Be Smart, Be Men. Your Big Sis.

Dr. J. Tait Elder Speaks Tonight! M.M.A., 7
pm, HA A205.

P.S.B. • Thanks for 11 months of happiness.
l!oveyou!C.J.G.

Tom - Hey you wild man...I hope you enjoy
the cookies. I can't wait until Thanksgiving if s going to be great - the whole gang back
together for a wild party at my place! I miss
youlAriene

Mike Schwall - Happy 20th birthday! Don't
let the fact that you're no longer officially a
teenager stop you; Celebrate! Julie

Rick Berry - There's plenty of love in our' P
bond for you. The unveiling happens at
formal. Love, Your Big Sis.
Alpha Chi Omega - Congratulations, good
luck & welcome to an awesome Greek
system! Tri-Sigma
Bu ch

*

$1-M, Stroh $1.69, Coke $1.99.
y M^t

Mldwa

Hey Scott D - Are you really 21? Have a
wonderful birthday, but celebrate carefully
please. The Obnoxious Bio Major
Tlge -1 was there! When can we party
atone? LL
Denlse Grlsh - What an awesome ArA
Pledge! Love. YSM Susan.
Campus Band Night tonight, Phillips
Center Ballroom, 9 pm, 3 bands only $1.50.
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BLOOM COUNTY

THE FAR SIDE

"So. Corl - attacked by any giant carrots lately?"

Berke Breathed YABBER.

Dorsey

.Gary Larson

And this report jusl In ... Apparently,
the grass is greener on the other side:
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From Capitol to campus, i
"Now, here, you see, it takes all the running
you can do, to stay in the same place. If you
want to get somewhere else, you must run at
least twice as fast as that!"
"Through the Looking Glass"
-Lewis Carroll
By Claudia Peters
staff writer
Jarred awake by the words, "It's your turn to
run!" I jumped out of my cozy fiber-filled
sleeping bag only to be slapped into
consciousness by the 35-degree, crisp coldness.
"Kplat, kplat, kplat," was the music that
kept me awake as I tuned into the rhythm of
my air-soled New Balance shoes hitting the
pavement at 6 a.m., Saturday, Oct. 11.
I'd had two hours of sleep in 23 hours and
felt no motivation to shed my jacket,
sweatshirt, turtleneck shirt, extra T-shirt and
sweatpants and run two miles to continue the
150-mile relay of Logan's Run.
The Bluestone Area residents, resident
advisers and head residents have kept the relay,
which goes from the steps of the U.S. Capitol
in Washington D.C. to the steps of
Rockingham Memorial Hospital, going since
1976.
Each year, money is raised to buy equipment
for the hospital. Through donations, $6,500
was raised this year, buying two fluidotherapy
machines for the hospital's sports medicine
program. The machines treat arthritis, muscle
injuries, tendonilis and sprains.
Merv Webb, the hospital's vice president of
institutional development said, "I'm constantly
amazed at the sophistication of the run and the
enthusiasm and organization that's put into it.
"Realizing that most of the students will not
benefit from the equipment they're trying to
buy, they're to be highly commended."
Plodding along the highway, Lewis Carroll's
words in "Through the Looking Glass" came to
mind. I thought, if they applied to me, I'd have
to be running not "twice as fast" but 1,000
times faster to get to the "somewhere else"
goal of the hospital steps.
My partner, Greg Mondloch, a muscular,
square-shouldered senior, was wearing
headphones. To talk to him I had to yell, so
we didn't carry on very much conversation. He
broke the silence, though, with a mumbled,
"Ah, shit!"
I looked ahead to confront one of the steepest
hills on the run — often talked about by
-»¥ alumni runners.
I mustered up my energy and cheered us on,
saying, "No big deal. We got it. Just a litUe
further
"

At the top, I yelled "Hah!", raising my arms
high above my head in victory. We jogged on,
"kplat, kplat, kplat-"
Then I broke the rhythm of our hard
breathing and swooshing of arm power at our
sides to be the second to say "Oh, shit!"
We were headed up a long stretching hill
which looked endless as it curved around the
wooded Front Royal hills. A sign reading
"High Knob" struck me as very unfunny as my
body ached, my legs cried to stop and my arms
cranked to power me up the hill.
After conquering two miles of a continuous
upward sloping stretch, Greg and I felt good
about the run. He confided that behind the
earphones and screaming of John Cougar
Mellencamp's "Rockin" in the USA," his mind
was racing — "Did I train hard enough? Am I
in shape? What am I doing out here for the
third year in a row?"
He kept himself going with self assurances,
"I gotta do it. There's no choice. That's gotta
be the last hill. It's for a good cause. Just take
it one step at a time."
Other runners had their own stories to tell.
Junior Andrea Olson's path was interrupted as
she caught a deer in the beam of her flashlight
at 3:30 a.m. "His eyes sparkled at me. It
scared me because it was so sudden. Because it
was so dark and eerie, I jumped everytimc I
heard something move."
Sophomore Koko Ryerson said motorists
became frustrated when forced to trail behind

"Did I train hard enough?,
I doing out here for the thh
gotta do it"

n

cm
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runners raise funds, have fun
i? Am I in shape? What am
third year in a tow?... I
— Greg Mondloch

the runner's 10-minute-mile pace.
"They yelled insults or just stared at us as if
we were crazy. I guess we did look pretty
disheveled at 7 am., though."
The run started late from the Capitol due to
the delayed arrival of the Metropolitan Police.
"We'd like to help you if we could, it's great to
see kids out doing things like this," one
Capitol policeman said, "but with cutbacks in
our budget, we just don't have enough men on
duty."
Once ready to start, the 31 students and
members of JMU staff and Harrisonburg
community members, got psyched up and ran
the first block of Constitution Avenue. A
police escort with red lights flashing and
intermitant siren led the way as Greg and I
continued the'run through Washington.
Everyone else boarded the buses to advance to
their sub-in points for the first 16 miles of the
relay. The buses shook as they passed us and
we heard screams of "Go!Go!Go!" as the bus
horns honked and Washingtonians switched
lanes to get away from the confusion.
"There's nothing like running down
Constitution Avenue," Greg said. "It's such an
ego trip ... you feel like you'»e on top of the
world, and you know everyone else wants to be
in your shoes, representing the whole group."
I could only confirm his emotion as I helped
complete the first two-mile leg of the relay,
clocking in two seven-minute miles.
Once everyone started running, the mood of

the relay changed. After each leg of the run,
there was more hugging, more jubilation and
more excitement. "I just couldn't stop hugging
everyone," laughed Ryerson. "I'd been raising
money for three weeks, but when I finally ran,
I was hit with what the run was all about"
Jeff Robinson, a junior, said he realized the
purpose of the run, "but I never realized the
good feelings I'd get. It takes a special kind of
person to run all night long for charity, and I
met those people."
.Other students, who participated in the run
by driving buses and vans, had a different
outlook.
"I felt like I was working. I had to stay
awake to drive the route, and everyone else was
having fun running," junior George Wheeler
said.
Drivers escorted the runners, driving behind
them at four miles per hour.
Driver Suzanne Hines, a senior, said,
"Sometimes I felt like screaming, 'Would you
run dammit!' to the people in front of our car
... but that was at about 4 a.m., after I'd
watched 20 people run for more than three
hours."
Hines added, "Some runners were so tired
they'd weave back and forth on the road, but no
one would quit. They just kept on going."
To keep the runners' spirits up. Wheeler
shouted encouragement and played "by request"
music over a bullhorn from the car. "I tried to
break up the monotony, and I encouraged them
on, so they'd forget their pain," he said.
Some runners felt no pain and asked to sign
up for next year's run. My mind had not raced
that far ahead, and I was still trying to figure
out ways to raise money this year.
Raising money, however, became a lower
priority as I enjoyed the camaraderie and
closeness that I felt toward the other runners.
"Isn't this great," I thought, "raising money to
buy machines for the hospital while having
fun."
Others expressed my feelings aloud.
Transportation coordinator Bruce Spencer, a
junior who worked on preparations for the run,
yet chose not to run the relay, said, "I didn't get
to see it all come together. I missed a little bit
of something at the end."
We runners agreed that he had. We couldn't
figure out exactly what he missed, but well be
running again next year to be sure we don't
miss it
Claudia Peters is a senior and has participated
in Logan's Run for the past three years.
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AFTER

HOURS
The Color Purple (PG) — Grafton-Stovall
Theater, 7 p.m. and /9$Q p.m. r

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

MUSIC
Disc Jockey — JM's Pub & Deli. $1 cover
charge.
Dj _ players, Ladies' Night, no cover charge for
ladies. $1 lor men.
Bobby Driver with Rich Richardson —
Calhoun's, cover charge not available.
Sparkplugs — Gandy Dancer, cover charge not
available.
Campus Band Night —Club Thursday, Phillips
Center, 9 p.m.
Madison Singers — Wilson Hall. 8 p.m.

MUSIC.
DJ — JM's, $1 cover charge.
DJ — Players, $1 cover charge.
Chuck Taylor and the Allstara — Scruples,
Sheraton Inn, cover charge not available.
Hooker — Scotland Yard, cover charge not
available.

MOVIES
Stand By Me (R) — Roth Theatres, 7 p.m. and
9:15 p.m.
Crocodile Dundee (PG 13) — Roth Theatres,
7 p.m. and 9 p.m.
The Color of Money (R) — Roth Theatres, 7:15
p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Tal Pan (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30
p.m., 4:30 p.m., 7 p.m. and 9:20 p.m.
Peggy Sue Got Married (PG 13) — Valley Mall
Roth Theatres, 1:30 p.m.. 3:30 p.m.. 5:30 p.m.,
725 p.m. and 925 p.m.
Jumping Jack Flash (R) —Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 3:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
Top Gun (PG) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
Something Wild (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and
9:30 p.m.
Dial M for Murder — Grafton-Stovall Theater,
7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
COMEDY
Comedy Zone

Scruples, Sheraton Inn, $4

Star City — Gandy Dancer, $3 cover charge.
Green Island Pickars — Little Grill, cover
charge not available.
DJ — Belle Meade, cover charge not available.
The Stains — Calhoun's, cover charge not
available.
Max Welnberg — Wilson Hall, 8 p.m.
MOVIES
Stand By Me (R) — Roth Theatres, 7:30 p.m. and
9:15 p.m.
Crocodile Dundee (PG 13) — Roth Theatres. 7
p.m. and 9 p.m.
The Color of Money (R) — Roth Theatres, 7:15
p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Tal Pan (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30
p.m., 4:30 p.m., 7 p.m. and 9:20 p.m.
Peggy Sue Got Married (PG 13) — Valley Mall
Roth Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30
p.m., 725 p.m. and 925 p.m.
Jumping Jack Flash (R) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 3:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
Top Gun (PG 13) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
Something Wild (R) Valley Mall Roth Theaters,
1:30 p.m, 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m.
and 9:30 p.m.

SATURDAY
MUSIC
DJ — JM's, $1 cover charge.
DJ — Players, $1 cover charge.
Eric Holt — Calhoun's, cover charge not
available.
Chuck Taylor and the Allstars —Scruples,
cover charge not available.
Hooker — Scotland Yard, cover charge not
available.
Star City — Gandy Dancer, $3 cover charge.
Loose Ends — Belle Meade, $3 cover charge.
White Bread and Car Full of Bobs — Little
Grill, cover charge not available.
MOVIES
Stand By Me (R) — Roth Theatres, 2 p.m. , 7:30
p.m. and 9:15 p.m.
Crocodile Dundee (PG 13)— Roth Theatres, 2
p.m., 7 p.m. and 9 p.m.
Tal Pan (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres. 1:30
p.m., 4:30 p.m.. 7 p.m. and 9:20 p.m.
Peggy Sue Got Married (PG 13) — Valley Mall
Roth Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m.
7:25 p.m. and 9:25 p.m.
Jumping Jack Flash (R) —Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 3:30 p.m., and 7:30 p.m.

C

Something Wild (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres.
1:30 p.m.. 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and
9:30 p.m.
The Color Purple (PG) — Grafton-Stovall
Theater, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
101 Dalmations (G) — Grafton-Stovall Theater, 2
p.m.

JIFFY 66 & MARKET
Port Republic Road
Welcome all Port Rd. & JMU Residents
■ i.i.i.i, qa
1,1,1,1,1
,T,lfL ,1.1,1,1.
I , L—L. I . I IJ:
33

i r I i f

i: ii i i,cc

55§§g KISS 'N TELL

Molson (All)
Goebel 6pk
Heineken Lt & Dk
Bud &Ltl2pkcans
Strohs&Lt. 15 pk.
Busch / Nat. Lt. cans
Old Milw 6pk
Coors Lt. only 6pk
White Mntn. Citrus
Mickeys
Michelob
Old Milw. 12pk
Old Milw. 24pk

$2.99
$1.9?
$4.09
$5.49
$5.39
$2.09
$2.25
$2.69
$1.99
$1.99
$3.09
$4.49
$8.49

/

' Must have valid driver's license for alcohol

y?

LONGNECKS AVAILABLE
KEGS AVAILABLE

Milk 1 gal. 1.99
Produce: Lettuce. Tomatoes. Bananas, etc.
Cigarettes Reg. 7.79 100's 7.79
•
| Dr. Pepper 2 liter 99c
| Coke 6pk cans 1.99
Magazines, papers, snacks, party needs. VCR tapes
THE PHILLIPS 66 ACROSS FROM HO-JOS
433-8559

1
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R.E.M.
JMU students climb a mountain to see show at University Hall
By- Chris Cohick
staff writer

—

Tuesday night, JMU students piled into their cars
and made a pilgrimage over Afton Mountain to
Charlottesville. Once there, they were treated to an
excellent show by the band considered by some to
be the second Beatles among college students.
Despite the weather and the sheer number of
people, University Hall rocked, perhaps, as it never
has before.
Let's Active, of Winston-Salem, N.C., delivered a
good performance as the opening act. They had a
difficult task. Not just anyone could control this
semi-explosive audience.
R.E.M appeared on the stage, which was designed
to resemble an old-fashioned theatre, but not until
several pleas were made to the crowd not to crush
those in front The most sincere plea was made by
lead singer Michael Stipe, who stated that
crowd-control had been a problem at their general
admission shows.
The opening song, "These Days," offered all too
much of what the crowd had been waiting for —
sheer intensity. This was followed by more pleas
from Stipe, to people on the dance floor to step

back and give those in front a chance to breathe.
Lifes Rich Pageant was represented well by songs
such as "Cuyahoga" and "Hyena." In fact.

Concert Review
contributions were heard from all of their albums
except their first. Chronic Town.
One disappointment, however, was the deletion
of "Radio Free Europe" from the show. This hit off
Murmur was anticipated and surely missed.
Besides their own material, RJE.M. played covers
such as "Femme Fatale" by The Velvet Underground
and "Superman" by The Clique. The latter is
included on Lifes Rich Pageant. Bassist Mike Mills
took the front microphone on this selection, and
proved himself to be a competent lead, as well as
background, singer.
The powerful "Superman" was followed up by
their commercial success, "Can't Get There From
Here" from their fourth album, Fables of the
Reconstruction. R.E.M. ended the set with "Life
and How to Live It"
Knowing they weren't finished, the band came out
for seven more songs. The encores included the

cv
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COLLEGE GRADUATES

BREAK THE
BOREDOM

Put your education to work—become a

Lawyer's Assistant
"The Career of the 80V'

much-awaited "Fall On Me" and a new song,
"Firehouse."
The final song of the evening was a duet by
guitarist Peter Buck and Stipe. In ballad form,
"South Central Rain" was even more beautiful with
just accoustic guitar and vocals.
From Stipe's top hat and black eyeliner,to Mills'
simple "Thank-you" after many songs', J.M.U.
students were treated to what could be considered the
best concert to come to Charlottesville and the
Shenedoah Valley this year.
The light show was excellent. Lights streaking
upward from Stipe's feet complemented his
outlandish poses, facial expressions and mystical
appearance. Rustic films and photographs of
Athens, Ga., their hometown, were shown on a
backdrop behind the stage during every song.
After releasing five albums, R.E.M. is finally
getting some of the attention they deserve. Their
impressionistic form of rock has made them the
kings of the college charts. Lifes Rich Pageant is
currently number 20 on the pop charts in its eigth
week.
With continued creativity in their songwriting and
excellent stage shows, the only thing that will hold
R.E.M down is gravity.

If you are ready for a new look, we have it.
At a price you cannot affort to pass up.

at The National Center for Paralegal Training
• Oldest and largest ABA- approved program in Southeast
• Employment assistance-over 1,000 employers in 38
states have hired our graduates
• 3 month day program with housing available

$10.00 HAIRCUTS with ad
Includes: Consultation, Shampoo, Cut & Style
We have just returned from the Mid-Atlantic Regional
Hair Shaw in Crystal City, and the Redken Show at
Baltimore's Inner Harbor.
Both of these shows had top talents including Paul
Mitchell and the Michael Christopher Design Team
from the U.SA and Graham Webs from England. We
know you will love the latest looks.
The latest designs at low prices. Do not wait another
minute, call today and bring this ad. offer expires
Nov. 29

• 7 month evening program
• Diversified Curriculum-specialize in Litigation,
Corporations, or Real Estate and Probate—including
"Computers in the practice of Law"
Meet with our representative
Tueeday, November 18, fcOO AM-5KK) PM,
at the college placement office

The National Center for Paralegal Training
3414 Peachtree Rd, NE Atlanta, GA 30326

800-223-2618 incwgi jjjjjjghSSL.nnnM lend me information about a career as a Lawyer's Assistant
Name
Address
City
College
Phone: DAYL

Zip
Yr.Grad. -

_ EVENING<-

SEBASTIAN

PAUL MITCHELL

head first
haircutters

.—
State

REDKEN

54

4

1828 SOUTH MAIN

On Stage
MON. 9-8
TUE.9-8
WED. 9-S-

BESIDE "NAUTILUS"

433-6848

i
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A FREE MODEL "D,f
A GOOD VALUE MADE BETTER!
o IBM Compatible
o Dual Double-Sided Double-Density
Disk Drives
o S12K expandable to 7<$K on
Motherboard
o Four Open Expansion Slots
o High-resolution Monochrome Monitor
o Parallel and Serial Ports
o Fifteen Month Warranty
o Lifetime Toll-free Technical Support

Tfour Athletic Ou
Come See the AfcN Fashion Show
Friday, November 14 from 3 to 5
PM. Featuring Fall Merchandise
Modeled by the JMU Cheerleaders and the Duke Dog. The Show
will Take Place In Our Store at
150 South Mam Street
Harrisonburg

Retail $1295

Special JMU price $1145
Complete this coupon and drop it off at our Anderson Brothers
Bookstore location. Drawing will be held December 3rd.
Name:

Phone:

We need you.

Address:

DYNABYirt
Computer Products

Headquarters:
Charlottesville, Va.
804-296-7560

1820 South Main St.
Harrisonburg, Va.
(in Anderson Bros.)

Earn "Extra Money
In Spare lime
Wanted:
(Boys or girts, with van/, to pict^
up and deliver bactcfaundry and
dry cleaning for each dorm and
each fraternity and sorority.
Very good pay and mileage.
Write to:
^Quality Cleaners
924 S.Otyh Street
Harrisonburg, VA 2280J\

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
VOURLIFE

•

o

stwmsffs
Come Live With your friends
Tutty furnished
2 bedroom,
2 bath condo

MXDISO'X
7sdAJ<OR
Tool
firepCace
Clubroom.
'Workffut room

434-6166
fP. S. Stilstudents are to get discount rates.

American Heart
Association
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Wrestlers defend region title
By John Aronoff
staff writer

Going into the 1986-87 season as
two-time defending Eastern Regional
champions, the JMU wrestling team
hopes to maintain its recent status
among the NCAA elite.
But several changes have taken place
before the 1986-87 campaign.
Pete
Schuyleiv the Dukes' assistant coach
last season, has taken over as head
coach for Dick Besnier. Besnier left
JMU this summer to become athletic
director at Clarion (Pa.) University.
Also absent are former Dukes'
158-pound star Tony Gentile, who had
an .803 career winning percentage, and
heavyweight Doug West, who died in
an automobile accident in late August.
Both men won state titles in their
respective classes last year and Gentile
ended his season as regional champion
in his weight class for the second
straight year.
The gap left by Gentile will be filled
this week, when sophomore Robert
Mivalsky and junior Pat Smith
compete in a "wrestle-ofT to determine
JMU's 158-pound starter.
Schuyler said that both Mivalsky and
Smith are "untested, but they have
Gentile's potential.''
Of greater concern to Schuyler is the
void left by West.
"His loss certainly hurt us," Schuyler
said. "We lack depth in that weight."
Freshman Chris Crissman will start
in the heavyweight class until senior
George Collins, now starting at right
tackle for the football team, challenges
him.
Gentile was considered an important
recruiting tool for the Dukes. He
inspired a lot of wrestlers to attend
JMU because of the credibility he and
his teammates brought to the program.
Senior 118-pounder Jeff "Peanut"
Bowytr. defending East Regional
champion, is one of those recruits.
"If it had not been for the success of
people like Gentile, I probably would

Rio photo

JMU 118-pounder Jeff "Peanut" Bowyer makes a takedown.
He enters his senior year with a shot at the national title.
not have come here," he said.
JMU's size played a part in his
decision as well. "I wanted to go
someplace where I could compete
nationally and wrestle right away,"
Bowyer added, "not just sit out until I
became a senior."
He has gone on to provide the same
lift for the program that Gentile did.
Bowyer is a legitimate contender for the

NCAA title in his weight class.
Last Sunday, he lost a 6-5 decision to
last year's NCAA tournament
runner-up, North Carolina's Al
Pallacio, at the Eastern Nationals in
Norfolk.
The match could have gone either
way.
Drawing an analogy to
basketball, Bowyer said, "It comes
down to who's gonna get that break at

By Thomas Bergeron
staff writer

Dukes'assistant
runs toward glory
in N. Y. marathon

It is quite an accomplishment to be one of the
top 50 finishers in the New York City Marathon,
which annually attracts the best marathoners in the
world.
It is even more of an accomplishment to do this
when running races is not the most important part
of your life. But JMU assistant cross country and
track and field coach Bruce Coldsmith did just this.
On Nov. 2, Coldsmith finished 44th overall
among the 20,000 runners who started the race, but
unlike many of the runners he was competing

the buzzer."
With only seven seniors on a 35-man
squad, it appears that a youth
movement has changed the complexion
of the team.
Upperclassmen Bowyer, Jon Blauvelt,
John Durso, George Fiorile, Andy
Gunning, David Monize and Brian
Kurlander have retained their starting
spots, but experience thins rapidly
afterwards. Crissman and 190-pound
Mike Dirges complete a starting lineup
that cannot afford any injuries.
Six wrestlers suffered minor injuries
in practice last Monday, but they are
expected to be ready for a dual meet
with North Carolina State this Saturday
in Raleigh.
"We have a lot of injuries right now
and they're going to play a big part in
our season," Schuyler said. "If we stay
healthy, we have the potential to have a
great year."
Kurlander, last year's state champion
in the 167-pound division, said the
inexperience factor is quite a change
from when he arrived on the scene two
years ago.
"When I first came here, I was pretty
confident in my wrestling abilities until
people like Tony (Gentile) brought me
back down to earth," Kurlander said.
"The team this year is younger and less
experienced than the past."
After a poor showing in last week's
JMU Invitational, Kurlander thinks that
maybe the wrestlers had a quiet,
inactive summer.
"We're kind of fat and happy," he
said. "We need to get mean and lean."
Schuyler has called on the services of
an aerobics instructor to teach
stretching exercises and to break up an
otherwise routine workout. Hopefully,
the exercises will help reduce body fat
and prevent minor injuries.
The first-year coach does not plan to
depart too much from the coaching
philosophy of his predecessor.

See WRESTLERS page 19 ►

against, he has something that means more to him
than running.
"I would say that my running is secondary in my
life to my coaching," said Goldsmith, who was the
sixth American to finish. "If my running interfered
with my coaching, I would give it up right away."
Fortunately it doesn't, so Coldsmith is able to
live a pretty amazing life, coaching others while
training himself.
It all began in high school. While competing in
crew during his junior year at T.C. Williams High

See COLDSMITH page 19 >
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REPORT
Men's 100-yard freestyle- Skipper Anna Gnadt (Zeta Tau Alpha)
Women's 50-yard butterfly- Penny
Sibson (Hydrophobics)
Men's 100-yard butterfly- Skiper Sink (independent)
Women's 50-yard backstroke- Lisa
SWIMMING- The 1986-87 intramural Sibson (Hydrophobics)
Cosgrove (Zeta Tau Alpha)
Men's
200-yard
medley
relayteam championship results were as
Women's 100-yard individual
Fellowship of Christian Athletes
follows:
medleyCathy Carey (Catholic
(Thacker,
Thornton,
Hoover,
Slater)
Men's University championCampus
Ministry)
Men's 100-yard individual medleyHydrophobics
Women's 100-yard medley relayTom
Sullivas (Kappa Sigma)
Men's Championship Division
Men's 200-yard freestyle- Scott Sigma Kappa (Miller, Messenger,
champion- Pi Kappa Phi
Wirt, Lebherz)
VanHorne
(Hydrophobics)
Women's University championWomen's 100-yard freestyle relayMen's
200-yard
freestyle
relaySigma Kappa and Alpha Sigma
Sigma Kappa (Miller, Messenger,
Theta
Chi
(Patterson,
Tarrell,
Cole,
A'pha
Wirt, Lebherz)
Women's Championship division Perini)
Women's 1-meter diving- Gail
Men's
250-yard
crescendo
relaychampion- Sigma Kappa and Alpha
'rebaugh
(Alpha Sigma Alpha).
Hydrophobics
(Dietrich,
Gregory)
Sigma Alpha
Men's 1-meter diving- Scott
VanHorne (Hydrophobics)
Individual results were as follows:

LACROSSE- JMU
Catholic 10-8 Oct. 19.

ACTIVITIESVOLLEYBALL- Sign up for
intramural competition at 5:30 p.m.
Nov. 19 in Godwin 344 for men's,
women's and co-rec play.
SKATING- There will be a free
skating night at Skatetown USA
from 7:30-10 p.m. Nov. 20.
ANNOUNCEMENTSSOCCER- The outdoor intramural
finals will be held at 1:15 p.m. Nov.
16 at JMU Stadium. The indoor
intramural finals are at 2:15 p.m. and
3:15 p.m. in Gym Side A.
VOLLEYBALL- An officials clinic will
be held Nov. 20 at 5 p.m. in Godwin
205. All interested are welcome.
RESULTSMEN'S RUGBY- The JMU A-side
team defeated Virginia Tech 6-0
and the B-side squad lost to Tech
7-0.
WOMEN'S RUGBY- JMU defeated
Mary Washington.

defeated

Men's top individual performersScott VanHorne and Skipper
Sibson (Hydrophobics)
Men's 50-yard freestyle- Tim Miller
(Sigma Phi Epsilon)
Men's 50-yard breaststroke- Craig
Smith (Hydrophobics)
Men's 50-yard backstrokeSkipper Sibson (Hydrophobics)
Men's 50-yard butterfly- Scott
VanHorne (Hydrophobics)
Men's 100-yard breaststrokeCraig Smith (Hydrophobics)
Men's 100-yard backstrokeSkipper Sibson (Hydrophobics)

Newstip?

Women's top individual performerPenny Sink (independent)
Women's 25-yard freestylePenny Sink (independent)
Women's 25-yard breaststrokeAnna Gnadt (Zeta Tau Alpha)
Women's 25-yard butterfly- Janice
Gauntt (Alpha Sigma Alpha)
Women's 25-yard backstrokeTracie Jones (Catholic Campus
Ministry)
Women's 50-yard freestylePenny Sink (independent)
Women's 50-yard breaststroke-

Newstip?
Newstip?
Newstip?
call Kyra Scarton, editor
at (568)-6127

ASA
AST
SIGMA KAPPA
TRISIG
ZTA

JM's proudly presents
Sorority Bash
Thursday, DJ & Dancing
Specials
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Coldsmith
> (Continued from page 17)

School in Alexandria, he ran a road race
against what he called "the best runner
in the city." Surprisingly he won and
was persuaded to run cross country.
Coldsmith did well enough in his
high school running to get a
scholarship to the University of
Kansas. When he graduated in 1979, he
did so as four-time All-Big Eight
runner. It was here that Coldsmith first
started running marathons, but when he
talks about his firsts it's amazing that
he ran in more that one.
He and a few friends from Kansas
decided to run in a marathon "just to see
what it Was like." They chose a race in
Omaha, Neb. To get there, they
hitchhiked and the adventure had begun.
Upon arriving they asked for a wake-up
call at the hotel where they were
staying — but it never came. When the
first member of the group woke up, he
realized how late they were. The group
hurried down to race in time to hear the
starting gun going off. A quarter of the
way into the race, Coldsmith realized he
had to stop to go the restroom. Despite
all the problems, he finished with a
time of about 2:38:00. It was then that
he knew he was a marathoner.
"I knew that the marathon was my
anyone from JMU has made the team.
It is these statistics, rather than his own
personal ones, that enthuse Coldsmith.
'The team really excites me," he said.

"I can see so much potential. All of the
guys have the potential to be better
runners than I. The program has really
improved since Walton got here and I'm
glad to be a part of iL"
But while Coldsmith teaches college
students, his own running career
continues at age 29. He has been
satisfied with his running career, except
for one thing — his showing in the
Olympic trials.
"If it hadn't been for die trials I could
happily retire now," he said. "I'm happy
with everything except my performance
in the trials. Everyone wants to fulfill
their potential and I didn't at the trials.
It would a great way to round out my
career if I could compete to my
potential in the trials."
So Coldsmith trains with the 1988
Olympic trials as his goal.
He hoped to qualify in New York but
the weather conditions hampered his
running. "It was really humid and there
was a wind that practically stood you
straight up. I was really disapointed in
my finish," he said. "I wanted to finish
in the top 15."
Despite the conditions, Coldsmith
finished just 1:34 seconds away from
qualifing for the trials. He hopes to run
in another marathon soon and feels that
he will qualify then.
"For me to qualify is a very realistic
goal. I'm in top running shape and I
should be able to do it."
But that's as far as the reality goes.

boost themselves into playoff
contention against the Eagles.

Location: Statesboro, Ga.
Enrollment: 7,200
Conference: Independent
1985 record: 13-2
1986 record: 7-2
Head coach: Erk Russell
Russell's record: 41-15-1
Last week: Beat Central Florida
33-23
Series record: JMU leads 1-0
Basic offense: Hambone I
Basic defense: Split 60
JMU faces the challenge of another
nationally ranked Division I-AA
opponent when it travels to fifth-ranked
Georgia Southern. The Dukes picked up
their fifth win in six games last
Saturday with a 34-3 victory over East
Tennessee State, and are hoping to

Coldsmith knows that his chances of
making the Olympic team arc slim. "I
want to finish in the top 10 at the trials
and I think I can do that. If the
conditions are right I'd like to think I
would go for the top 3 [neccesary to

make the team]."
So Coldsmith continues to train,
running 110 to 120 miles a week,
hoping to round his own career, but at
the same time he's helping others start
theirs.

Wrestlers

PROFILE

Georgia Southern
Eagles

Staff photo by ELIZABETH MYERS
JMU assistant cross country and track coach Bruce Cold- ,
smith placed 44th in the New York City Marathon.

Last season JMU defeated GSU 21-6
at home, the only time the Eagles were
held without a touchdown on their way
lo the Div. I-AA national
championship. GSU's defense is
allowing over 350 yards per game, and
Dukes' head coach Joe Purzycki said
JMU needs to generate 35 to 38 points
to win the game.
Based on recent perlormanccs, the
Dukes may have the guns to put those
kind of numbers on the scoreboard.
Fullback Warren Marshall went over
the 1,000-yard mark for the third
consecutive season last Saturday with a
115-yard effort against the Buccaneers.
The game was the sixth time this
season he has gone over 100 yards.
Marshall also moved into fifth place on
the all-time Div. I-AA rushing list.
With two games remaining, JMU is
on-targel to set new team season records
in rushing, total offense and scoring.
The Dukes are just 128 yards short of
topping the record rushing mark of
2,628 yards set in 1976. They are 449
yards away from the total offense mark
of 4,020 yards set in 1982, and 26
points away from topping the school
scoring record of 283 points.
Defensively, JMU may be facing its

>• (Continued from page 17)

toughest challenge of the year. The
Eagles are averaging 38 points a game
"Basically, I'm sticking with what
and feature the top quarterback in Div. 1 worked last year,'' Schuyler said.
-AA in Tracy Ham. The senior has
As an active wrestling participant,
rushed 173 times for 900 yards and 15 Schuyler provides his own touch in
touchdowns and passed for 1,447 yards leading by example, often helping the
and six touchdowns this season. He is wrestlers personally.
the only player in NCAA history to
"I can get on the mat and wrestle with
pass for 5,(XX) yards and rush for 3,000
them
up to the 190-pound class," he
and has set an NCAA record this season
said.
"Because I still wrestle, I can
for rushing yards by a quarterback.
relate with my experience what they're
The Dukes defense has been going through."
outstanding as of late, holding the
Another added touch is the rock music
team's last two opponents to a total of
that plays in the background while the
just five points. The JMU defense has
athletes practice their moves, keeping a
only allowed two touchdown drives of loose atmosphere.
more than 56 yards in its last 30
By and large, wrestling is an
quarters.
individual sport, even though the
The only bad part of JMU's Division I standings represent a team's
performance last week is the number of performance in the won-loss column.
penalty yards the Dukes picked up. The Dukes' total dual match record over
JMU was penalized 14 times for 165 the last eight seasons is 93-39-2.
yards against ETSU.
"The main purpose of the dual meets
is
to prepare the individual for the
Georgia Southern will be the fifth
NCAA
tournament," Schuyler admitted.
nationally ranked team the Dukes have
Bowycr reluctantly agrees with that
faced this year. Massachusetts (7-2),
point, yet he still considers himself part
Morchead State (6-3), Appalachian
of a team, rooting for his teammates
State (7-1-1) and William and Mary
when he is not out on the mat.
(8-1) are the others. It doesn't stop
But, "When it's tournament time,"
there, as JMU faces nationally ranked
Bowyer said, "you're wrestling for
Div. II Towson State (7-2) in its final
you."
game next week.
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Arms for hostages

—Scott M///6r'-^-

In 1984, Ronald Reagan's re-election campaign rhetoric included
numerous claims that, thanks to his administration's policies, America was
"back" and "standing tall." But the recently revealed deal to get American
hostages in Lebanon released make this country, and Reagan's terrorism
policies, look pitifully weak.
All the facts probably have not come out yet, but at this point it looks as
if Reagan, without consulting his own cabinet, supplied weapons to Iran
in exchange for help in getting hostages released. This deal might have
led indirectly to the release of one hostage last week and one in August.
The obvious fault with the deal is that it's outright hypocrisy on the
president's part. During the Iran hostage crisis of Jimmy Carter's
presidency, Reagan repeatedly attacked Carter for his soft negotiating
stance. But whereas Carter didn't give the Iranians anything but their own
frozen financial assets, Reagan has given them American-made
weapons. And since the 1985 hijacking of an American airliner in Beirut,
Reagan repeatedly has vowed that the United States will not negotiate
with hostage-seizing terrorists. The logic of this sensible policy is that it
makes seizing American hostages futile; kidnappers can't expect to get
their demands met if the U.S. government won't even talk to them.
Despite public appeals to negotiate with the Islamic terrorists holding
them, the Reagan administration did nothing to free the current Beirut
hostages. Or so it has seemed for the past 18 months. It now appears
that Reagan went so far as to send former national security advisor Robert
McFarlane to Tehran to negotiate directly with the Iranian government.
Although McFarlane wasn't dealing with the actual terrorists who still
hold six Americans, he was talking to a government that the terrorists
claim allegiance to and probably receive aid from. And not long ago, this
same Iranian government was holding hostage 52 American diplomats.
By negotiating with Iran and handing over weapons likely to be used in
the current Iran/Iraq war (if not by other terrorists), Reagan has violated his
' own stated policy and demonstrated that terrorists can get the U.S.
government to pay attention to them by abducting American citizens. ^*
Reagan's America is not "standing tall" in the eyes of terrorists who
resort to kidnapping. Since the Reagan administration's policies are doing
nothing to ensure the safety of U.S. citizens abroad, we therefore can
only hope that more Americans arenl seized in the immediate future.
The above editorial is the opinion of The Breeze editorial board.

Three ways to share SDI with the Russians
Since the introduction of the Strategic Defense
Initiative, there has been a lot of arguing over the
costs and benefits of the system. These were
magnified in the Reykjavik summit when President
Reagan went looking for steep arms reductions and
Soviet leader Gorbachev went looking to halt the SDI
development. The two almost came to a sweeping
arms agreement that fell apart at the last minute when
'Reagan demanded steep arms reductions and
Gorbachev demanded the halt of SDI development.
But they were close.
Why does Reagan refuse to halt SDI development
when he knows it might never work, might bankrupt
the country and plans to share it with the Russians
anyway? It's because of his sincere fear of nuclear
annihilation. Reagan believes SDI can neutralize
nuclear arsenals.
That's all well and good but what about the
possibility of SDI never working or it's research and
development bankrupting the country? If America can
put a man on the moon, it can shoot down a missile
and SDI could be the challenge that America's
technological ego needs. As for bankrupting the
country, that's never been a concern of Reagan's
before and it's doubtful it will be one now.
i

To me, the real stumbling block is how to share
this system with our good friends the Russians. The
reason Reagan says we have to share SDI with them
is this: if we unilaterally put up a defense shield that
would neutralize their nuclear missiles, the Soviets
would be put into a use-'em-or-lose-'em situation
prior to the SDI's deployment. What do you think the
Soviets would do?

5

GETTING REAL
Carl Johnson

Reagan is aware of this possibility and has publicly
stated that he would share the system with the Soviet
Union. Hopefully, one of the conditions will be that
the Soviets don't use it to shoot down commercial
aircraft. But how exactly can we "share" this system.
There are only three ways I can think of doing it:
1) Let the Russians participate in the research and
development. As soon as we think we have a
working model ready for experimentation, well shoot

a few missiles at Moscow and show them how it
works.
2) Share the research and development with the
Russians as the system progresses. As our scientists
come up with new developments, they can sell this
information to Russian spies. This worked well with
the atom bomb; it should work with SDI.
3) Let the Russians pay half the costs and share it
equally. A logical solution, one that Reagan probably
endorses. Being that Russian rubles are pracUcally
worthless, wc can let them pay us in real estate. We
can start with Cuba, Nicaragua and Poland and work
ourselves towards Moscow.
Let's get real. The whole concept of SDI is like
some plot right out of Holly wood. It will never work
politically or economically and probably not
scientifically. But it is working as a scare tactic and
the Soviets are scared to death of it.
Did you ever hear of the Russians making
concessions during the Carter years? Now all of a
sudden they want to negotiate. So for those of you
who think SDI will never work, it might be working
in ways you never thought of.
Carl Johnson is a junior majoring in accounting.
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INSIGHT

El Salvador: Fleeing the horror of Civil War
Residing in this country illegally,
Boris Canjura fled his native El
Salvador to save his life. He now works
in Washington, D.C.for the Salvadoran
Refugee Committee and spoke at JMU
Monday as part of the activities of
Spanish Week. Canjura was interviewed
by editorial editor Charles Lundy.
Q: Why did you have to leave
El Salvador?
I came in November of 1980 to the
United States. When I was in El
Salvador I was a high school student I
was part of the student government
there which we formed during the end of
1979. And we [the students] started to
ask for some demands like more use of
the library, use of the equipment in the
lab, etc. My name was on a list of the
National Guard by 1980 and eight of
my classmates were killed whose names
were on the same list. In El Salvador,
being part of any organization,
especially during 1980-81, was
considered by the government as a
threat because they knew that people
without an education wouldn't know
anything about rights so they wouldn't
have anything to demand. A country
like El Salvador has no respect for
human rights.
Q: Why do many refugees flee
El Salvador?

Because of the war. Civilians that are
under control of the guerillas are
accused of subversion and the
government bombs the civil villages
and sends troops into the country.
Everything that moves, they have
orders-to shoot. So people basically flee
because they're afraid to die. War makes
the economic situation worse. By
1984-85 we had 50 percent of the
population unemployed so there's no
chance down there to make your life.
Q: Why won't the United States
provide refugee status to El
Salvadoran refugees?
The United States says that we come
here for economic purposes, which is
not true in my case or the majority of
Salvadorians. Also, because they [the
United States] are helping the
government of El Salvador through
military and economic aid. If they
accept us as political refugees, they will
be accepting that our government in El
Salvador is killing its people.
Q: What hardships do refugees
face in this country?
We have no access to social services
so there's no way to get Medicaid or
food stamps or even higher education.
Since we don't speak English, it's really
hard to find a job and if we do,'it
doesn't pay that well.
"']"
Q:
And yet you're better off
here than you would be If you
stayed in El Salvador?
At least here we're not afraid of

Q: How has U.S. aid affected
the war?

The aid that the United States has
sent in has been military and economic.
80 percent of this [U.S.] money goes to
military purposes dirccUy or indirectly.
The effect is tremendous in terms of
keeping the war going. Critics say that
neither the rebels nor the government
will win militarily. The military in El
Salvador has used sophisticated
weapons to fight the guerillas. And still
that's not enough to win. On die other
hand the guerillas create othe/
techniques to fight the government and
defeat it. The aid just helps put a long
term to the war.
Q:
Did the 1984 election of
President Duarte give you any
hope of returning home?

At the beginning a minority group of
people believed in Duarte. But when the
elections came in El Salvador, I doubted
it. We have been under military
government for more than 50 years and
they [the military] has never allowed
any civilian to control the power. This
has gone on since 1932 when the first
civilian won the election and in the
military took power again because this
civilian tried to make reforms. But on
the other hand, the people of El
Salvador have been trying for years
through elections to get true democracy
Staff photo by CATHY UDELL but all the time during the election,
A refugee from El Salvador, Boris Canjura fled his homeland there've been fraudulent elections. So
in 1980 after eight of his classmates were killed by people don't believe anymore in
elections. Elections won't be effective
government soldiers.
until the military doesn't take part and
sleeping at night and that someone will one of the biggest problems that lets the civilians really become into
knock our door in and kill us. The only President Duartc is facing at this point. process.
threat here is being deported. But again, These people don't receive dial much Q: What has to happen in El
we have some kind of security. You help from the government so they are Salvador before you and other
don't sec soldiers in the street, you now asking to go back to their own refugees can return?
The first thing is to stop the war.
don't hear bombs in your town or places. Duarte's government is saying
Until
we are sure that the death squads
machine guns at night that terrorize that the displaced civilians are still
won't
be on the street taking people and
supporting iogistically the guerillas and
you.
the
military
isn't on the street, then I
Q: Are other refugees from
dial's why he doesn't permit them to go
will
go
home.
other countries given different
back. The whole country is tired of
Q:
Is communication between
or preferential status?
being in war and they all want to stop you and your family monitored
We noticed that only 3 percent of it. They've been saying this since the
the
El
Salvadoran
Salvadorans receive political asylum. beginning of this year. Newspapers by
And Guatemalans, only 1 percent. But down there are asking President Duarte government?
I would say yes because everything is
the Russians, Poles, Afghanistanis and to talk with the opposition and start to
controlled
by the government. This year
Iraqis, if they don't receive political work honestly in terms of democracy.
in
El
Salvador
they've come out with a
asylum, they still have the EVD
Q:
Is
there
any
hope
to
a
zip
code.
And
the zip code is just to
[Extended Voluntary Departure] which
speedy
end
to
the
war?
control
better
who's
fighting whom.
means they're not going be deported and
We
cannot
tell
when
the
end
will
be.
Q:
What
will
happen
to you if
they can work to become a resident or
you
are
deported?
On
Nov.
22
and
23
of
this
year
there's
get political asylum.
I probably would be arrested once I
Q: The El Salvadoran Civil War going to be a national conference in El
isn't receiving much attention Salvador to achieve some solution gel into El Salvador, then interrogated,
anymore. What Is happening through a dialogue. At this point we probably tortured. The next step would
down there now?
have a hope in this conference because be disappearing. If I'm lucky my family
Right now the biggest thing is about there's going to be representatives from would find my body.
displacement. People have been forced all over the country: unions, teachers,
Insight is an occasional series of
to leave their own places because of the students,
displaced people,
bombing. We have several hundred professionals, all talking about the interviews with people having varying
thousand internally displaced who are in problem and how to find a solution to perspectives on national and
international topics.
really bad condition in the cities. It's the war.
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Honor code gets
special attention
To the editor:
This week is designated Honor Council Awareness
Week. In light of the event, it is useful to discuss the
goals and purposes of JMU's Honor System.
Student-run honor systems are not universal
although many Virginia schools operate under them.
Such a system needs to foster not only personal
integrity but also the integrity of the enure JMU
community. Our Honor System, since it requires
commitment from the community, is inherently
more effective and respected than an administratively
run "policing system." Consequently, the cornerstone
of our Honor System is individual responsibility.
The goals of the Honor System can never be obtained
if this responsibility is neglected. This means all
students must work toward upholding the pledge they
made, both to the university and to themselves.
Admittedly, this commitment may lead a student to a
serious personal dilemma, especially when your
commitment demands that you report an Honor Code
violation involving someone you may know.
Although no one wants to see a friend get in:o
trouble, particularly when it involves somebody's
academic career, each student must affirm a larger
commitment to academic honesty, which means in
turn a commitment to the Honor System.
The advantages of our Honor System are its
promotion of personal integrity and responsibility,
virtues encouraged in JMU's history. It is a history
marked by continued and increased support of JMU
students who recognize the advantages of maintaining
such a system, albeit such advantages are intangible.
The Honor Council encourages all students to
rcdcdicatc themselves to supporting the goals of the
Honor System and of the university.
Shelley A. Duguid
prosecutor
JMU Honor Council

Letters

Policy

The Breeze welcomes letters to the editor from all
readers. Letters should be typed and include the
writer's name, phone number, academic year and
major.
Letters without this information cannot be
published.
#
Letters should be mailed to the editorial editor,
The Breeze, Communication Arts Department, JMU,
Harrisonburg VA 22807. Utters may also be sent
through the campus mail or dropped off in The
Breeze office in the basement of Anthony-Seegcr
Hall.
All letters are subject to editing for clarity and to
meet space limitations.
Opinions on the Reader's Forum pages are not
necessarily those of The Breeze staff.

Drunk in public
'Miscarriage of justice' reflects ego problem with police
To the editor:
In response to William Croxton's recent
miscarriage of justice: it is a sad state of affairs
when someone who is mature enough to admit
needing help is not only denied help, but is also
punished for admitting that a problem exists. Had
the arresting officer taken the time, a ride could
have been secured for Mr. Croxton through a
public service organization.
In order to judge the situation fairly, I would
have to examine both sides of the story.
However, using my experiences and those of
others, I can empathize with Mr. Croxton. This is
not the first time an instance such as this one has
occurred. The campus police force is not one to
empathize with the citizens of the '80s.
The rest of the university is pushing forward,

trying to meet the needs of a student of the '80s.
The campus police, on the other hand, feel that
they can treat the students like a group of
16-year-old Harrisonburg High School youths.
The amount of compassion shown by the police,
with the exception of the Chief, is incredibly low
and needs much work.
If the university plans to continue its good
relations with current and future alumni, then
perhaps they should put some thought into the
public service that the campus police should be
providing, and not the authoritarian ego
satisfaction that many are practicing.
Richard Childress
junior
political science/public administration

Police showed lack of discretion in unreasonable arrest
To the editor:
I was disgusted to read William Croxton's letter
in Thursday's Reader's Forum. As a student at
JMU, I am outraged at the actions taken by our
campus police officers. When a mafe-(not to
mention an alumnus) approaches an officer and
admits his intoxicated condition, that man should
be commended, not penalized.
If the police here on campus are going to have
such an active anti-alcohol policy, why don't they
start waiting outside parties? Or better yet, they
could stop everyone who passes by the police
station in an effort to find the intoxicated. These

are serious infringements on students' rights, but I
believe that Mr. Croxton's rights were also
seriously violated.
. I am not doubting the fact that he was drunk in
public but it would seem to me that the campus
police could make better use of their time by
arresting the people who are actually drinking and
driving. While the officer may have acted legally,
he should have used his discretion in this case.
Scott C. Schuyler
sophomore
political science

Alternatives to arrest were not feasible in Croxton case
appropriate and responsible decision the arresting
To the editor:
William Croxton's letter to the editor (Nov. 6) officer could have made. The campus police
concerning his arrest for being drunk in public was department stands behind the decision.
misleading and needs to be clarified.
Alan MacNutt
Mr. Croxton's arrest resulted only after he
director
pcrsistantly requested the officer to transport him to
campus police and safety
an off-campus location. Campus police do not
normally provide on-or off-campus transportation for
intoxicated persons. However, Croxton could have
easily used the phones outside the campus police
station to call a taxi or a friend.
In any circumstance where a law is broken,
campus police have the discretion to arrest, not
arrest or have the lawbreaker charged by the
university's judicial procedures. Such flexibility was
not appropriate in this situation. Since Croxton is
not a student, he could not have been charged
judicially. The arresting officer, since he had had
direct contact with Croxton, was obligated to arrest
him.
Had he not taken Croxton into custody, he would
have exposed himself, the university and the
Commonwealth of Virginia to the risk of civil
liability if harm had resulted to Croxton or others
due to his intoxication following an irregular release
by the officer.
Staff graphic by S TEPHEN ROUNTREE
The arrest. of* William Croxton was the most
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